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The Mayor and City Commissioners of
01,2
Fulton'-wiil meet next week to- discuss
whetkaT :
the present city administration is liable
for a $1.1 !
;
ad,
statement presented by the Road Build(
rs Equipo“-a,
Company for tractor repair incurred during
. the adininistration of the last City Council, allegedly
th4.:
v.-ithout f.
I, it -ficial authority. Mayor Gilbert DoMytkr.
adyisod
I commissioners that he was acting on
leg.•:1
I when he refused to sign the eheek in
nava., at f•
•
plete overhaul of the tractor used•at .the
city's iari);.
dump. .
HIGHWAY CHANGEs ANNOUNCED—Jack .Carsan, iglit,
•In .'llbsetotp.td
•t••••
Here's the -furs':
will entire
on Sept. 1 and lack O. Gray v,
:
su-c, el him as os.,' ilanioeer for
!
ti • tr ,••
the 12-county First Highway Di•trict f Kentucky.
On Novel-111AT 13, 1961 the tr:., tor was. taken t the
ay Conerissioner Henry Ward_ has announced. Carson ha, 31 1 •: v•dir.e‘ervI
Eepiipinent
;
ce ter of repidring the garbage
t'in.
30:o
with the Dcpartment and Gray began, working f
Dtte:artraent dump's bulldozer was brought be- Ct1V --'ii an (—tend!,
• .1
In 1933.
.
\V.'
7! It. the not
fore the Fulton City COUncil. On tale; ir the tricte•te
; •.•
rp•
James White
f•d.
o 'lit or iias eirdeed
Page 81, in Minute Book No. 11 Medd. ordeT at
tt
Inc ei.•i
tat tet and ho did re 'I r!' ,y
.
this official action is -notated: or the- terms of 11:e (h.-.
One of Fulton's most prominent and active civic
11.1J.:11
lon._•ec
'Motion made by Councilman city officials.
of any pied mils cons
and business leaders has tendered his resignation to the
Johnson and seconded by CouncilCouncilltiiin`Orian
t,•:,.1 to: had had
ith Al
man Lewis that Councilman Win- the
of - t. •
City National Bank to become vice-president of the Old
News that lie .pont;......1 I!
. I - cquijiment firm, rmreiing..o
ster.d be authorized to have the
seet
Ito:1(i Builders Foumme.
and Third National Bank of Unicn City. James White,
parts.
Ile
sdel
0,, • •
o
the
thdt
bulldozer re-paired. All :members pany
of Union ('Ity and ....I
tel. - firm is an out dataling ore•
Fulton City became the winner County five was at Sheehan with voting ''yes" and none
who has been vice-president and cashier of the City Navoting phone conversation an.
Tournament- 10.
Cestirnieted Ivould not 11:ivet v.101,•••
;my
tional Bank here will assume his new duties at the of the First District
cost -of $400
tall upon
here Saturday night with a con- ,
aerr• 1`4111“: 1-111
VCI!•!1
Obion
County
Central
captured
Union City financial institution in six to eight weeks.
vincing 56-36 win over rival Ful•
City of Full.M.
the Region Seven high school baston County.
Followimt 11r. Ntrin-t,
fird
ketball championship
Mr. White. chairman of Fulton's
In his ri:w pasition Mr. White
Saturday
Fulton
grabbed
City
edge
10-6
a
Housing and Urban Renewal Com- will perform general management
night with an 85-55 victory over
•
it
period,'
was
at
learne
first
the
close
of
the
d
that
Cornmiseaon
ers
mission and a board member of functions and will be a member
South Fulton at Troy.
Bill Rice anti' Clarence Moline and
••.....
the Fulton-South Fulton Cham- of the bank's loan department.
.
David.Erwi
n
tossed
former
in
23
ANvor
points
Nelson
Traett
LOWES
FULTON DRAWS
went
ber of Commerce joined the City 'The announcement of Mr. White's
At the regular -trionthly rdeetitie fidraner's
and David Matheny..made 20 for
to Millen City in the m:-itt,T of the
dmies lot ‘AA`1-!1
National Bank in 1959 and im- new position was made by J. Fulton City is paired with Lowes Obion
County, which led, 41-25. at of the South Fulton City Council Cruce and Mr.
tractor
repair.
Moline
Mr.
j:41
at
Dickersfin and put
mediately assumed many duties Walker Kerr, president of Old in the First Regional Tournament
halftime. Also scoring in double Monday right all department Mr. Gardner
the Commission . meeting Mond; v
on
the
labe
,r
for the progress and development and Third National Bank, whose drawing at Murray Sunday. The figures was
Danny Brown with 14. superintendents were he-hired.
that he did not authorize the reThis action wasseetoed by May
of the twin cities. Mr. White be- deposits total nearly $11,000,000.- local team plays Thursday night
John Cruce was re-hired as Wapair of the tractor with new parts
Milton Counce. Also, at 1:
South Fulton's Rom.ie Winston
gan his banking career in Car- 00.
at 7 o'clock.
ter Superintendent: Jones Dickermonth's meeting Mr. Cloys was but having been in maintaineimet
scored 17, Clay burn Peeples netbondale, Illinois and later became
In addition to his civic activities
son as Gas Superintendent; Rich
hired on a temporary basis only. supervision for many years fedi
a national bank examiner and was Mr. White is vice-president and a but opened up in the second period ted 14 and David Brann added 12. Gardner as Street and
Sewer Suthat -it was Pc or econOmy to reBoth the winner and runner-up,' perintendent: Ira
in that position when he joined member of the board of directors for a 20-8 lead at halftime. From
Cloys as GarThe council Monday night voted pair any piece of equipment with
the local bank in his present ca- of the Fulton Lion's Club. Both he that point on the Bulldogs breezed however, will go to the State: bage Superintendent, and
Roland to purchase shrubbery to be plant- old and le urn parts. eve-n if they
tournament in Nashville next Ray as relief man.
pacity.
and Mrs. White are members of in.
ed around the city Hall and the could be secured.
week,
with
per
torrid
55
high
shot
Fulton
a
City
.the
interest
Cumberland
locally1
At the council meeting last Water Plant. It ids° voted to conPresbyterian
The state Ment presentee! before
Church. Mrs. White is a teacher cent from the field, while hapless being on the South Fulton game; month,....0 executive session, the tribute'
$150 for recreational put - the Corr:nip:stem ha. okayed
for
connected on 33 next WednesdaN.
at Fulton Junior High School and Fulton Count
council voted to distribute Mr. poses to the South .Fulton
(Continued c,n pane Twelve)
Mr. White is also 'active in the percent.
jottings
Twin City Development Associa- - In tiv rebound department, Fulfrom
tion. ,
ton City- had the upperhand wi',
Mr. White's decision
accept 81v compared to Fulton County
the position in Union City has 33.
AMIL
11
1.
1
11
.
17
are
t. •
'ceen received with profound reFulton City had a commanding
irret by the business and civic 40-19 point margain when the
leaders of Fulton and the twin third quarter buzer sounded.
city area. His courteous and ef-1
City got a standing 25
ficient manner in his position at point
int 14,i-formai-we from Don Burthe City National Bank has won nett.
for him the respect pf its patrons.
Top gun for the losing Fuller'
His kern interest in the civic affairs of the twin cities has earned
for him the gratitude of the comWhen I was a senior in High
munity.
School in New Orleans and editor
The Whites will make their
of the school newspaper a freshhome in Union City, but will reman on the staff decided it was
main here until teh 'end- of the
a good idea to interview the editor
.
At A
NNERs
school year.
Elvis J. Stahr Jr., of Hickman,
about her plans after leaving high
AC HI F.VEYY.,NT
()U1.
FUL'rt)N
denied
reports
that
planhas
is
he
school. Like any high 'school senning to resign as secretary of the ,
ior I thought, way back in 1931,
Army to become a university pre- I
that the world was waiting for me
sident.
to get my sheepskin so that I
Stahr issued a statement Suncould journey out into the great
day in reply to a story that he:
masses of humanity and solve all
There
will be a free lecture en- was considering leaving the govtheir problems as a result of what
I had learned in high school. That titled "Christian Science: Its Di- ernment to become president of.
vine
Revelation and Human Appli- the University of Indiana. He said ,
was in 1931, and us old timers
will remember, we were in the cation" by Jules Cern C. S. of that some weeks ago he had learnNew
York City at the First ed that he was one of a number
A
midst of a critical depression.
Church of Christ, Scientist at 211 of people being sonsidered for the '
Carr
Street, Fulton, Thursday, Indiana post.
Not too long ago I was cleaning
Many honors were bestowed on Fulton Countians
out some boxes in the basement March 8 at 8 p. m.
GRASS FIRE TUESDAY
Stahr, who will be 46 Friday,
DeMyer was edidie I. ed
Mr.
Cern is a member of the was president of West Virginia
containing friany items for my
The South Pulton Fire Depart_ at the•annual Agricultural and Home Economics Recog- thed 4-11 Club project in cm te em.!
Board
of
Lectureship of the Moth- university before becoming sec- ment was called out at 1
"memoirs" find I ran across that
swine. She was pre elittiel by .K. M.
p. m..
interview and I was amused to er Church, the First Christ of retary of the Army in January Tuesday to a grass fire at Walnut nition Banquet, sponsored by the Fulton County bank- Winston.
principal!! of
Ca:re-,.
Christ
Science, in Boston, Mass. 1961.
(I's, Tuesday evening at 6:30 at the First Methodist School.
learn that I had said that someGrove Church
day I wanted to be drama critic
Yoe Lynn Duke. had' the most
Church in Fulton.
for the New York Times. It was
•
outstanding FFA Dairy. project.
•
• •
Harold
Henderso
n
of
Fultbn.
Fulton County Agri- Ile was recognizel by
.,
a typical statement for a high
rt
school editor to make, for I am
cultural Bankers ChairMan presided. Invocation WaS Lurch:in% president of the. Citisure that at the time, I felt that
zen.: Bank.
the New York Times must have
•
Sanger, chairman uf the
been a sorry newspaper without
•
Charles Wright and Robert Joe L. Duke and Bi I
Courty Ileccilel ,,t
me. Funny thing that it's endured
Sanger were recognized' by Nor- the 4-11 ('lab Ibtiry Judging
.Soil
I.:on tion, present. d
and gotten bigger and greater
man Terry, Kentucky Division of recnenized by Kenneth Stanley, Judging te;1711,
,Jf
and here I am editing a little
Soil and Water Resources, as Ful- assistant cashier of 1.1n.
Bradshaw., J. it Parker, Jr., and
paper in a town that I wouldn't
ton County Master Conservation- Bank: arid cTrs. W:
Mel.eod. Randy JoTiress.
Harry A. Barry, R. S., of the Fulton County Health
trade for ten cities the size of
ist, for 1961.
harry Walls 'cc. is 5'. lacer of the
County
Home
Demonstration
New York.
Department, stated today that the city rat killing pro- the feed is not stored in rat proof Patty Hixson was the 4-11 Club Agent, recognized he 4-11
North
Cejitral It'ce,l Control
Club.
containers. Any uneaten food project dairy champion and Paul girls project Winners.
Essay Conte,t. lle \ .1, presented
gram
got
underwa
y
this
week.
But to get back to the story, I
should be pr- .idly removed from Wilson took the honor for tobacco.
hy Janic, W. Whin
Executive
Scarlet Turner was presented as vice president and' c.,,
thought you might be interested
Mr. Barry stated that Antithese should be These awards were presented. by
(2) Remove all scrap lumber, the pens, an
lac.r. City
the
outstandine girl in Home Ec(,- National, Rani:: :did ddede.:
in sharing the excitement I felt coagulant and Emetic type baits
Reginald Williamson. president
rubbish piles, brush and cleaned regt,'
Muron Monday when I got a long dis- will be used and pets and chilIt is duty
every citiz_ms of of the Fulton County Farm nomics, by Mrs. Gilbert DeMyer, phy Vi, reit
any other wastes or store at
r of • the
teacher in Home Economics at Full- . Comitytance call from New York and in dren will not be endangered. A
FFA St,:r Farmer
least 12 inches above the Fulton to go .,i1 out in helping Bureau.
—flarold
a heavily accented
make our ' a better place in '
('on finned on Nut(' six)
Shaw,
Agricultural the Fu'.;ton City Schools.
northern representative of
the
Fulton
ground surface.
teacher at , Fulton County high
brogue a lady said: "Hold the line County Health Department or the
k and play.
(3) Store all garbage (any which to
school. recognized Pat Shehan,
for Mr. Esterrow." Well, I didn't City of Fulton will call upon
waste kom all food stuffs)
and James M. Everett, who won
know a Mr. Esterrow from a each resident and business estabMEM HAMS ILL
in a Metal container with a
the Fulton County FFA State
bunch of beets, but that didn't lishment where rats end mice
tight fitting cover.
We hope a ,peedy recovery for
matter,--because I imagine all of have been reported and these
(4) Maintain all sanitary sewer our neighbor,. James Meacham Fair team awards.
Greg Bransford, .1. L. Atwill,
us get business calls from people gentlemen will make all bait
lines and disposal system in and his father. C. 0. Meacham, of
Tommy Shehan and Bob Watts,
we don't know. It didn't take me placements -where the property
good repair.
Meacham's Grocery. Both are ill
the Fulton County 4-H Clublong to know Mr. Esterrow's ident- owner or tenant will permit them
(5) Rat proof all buildings this week.
Dennis Bradley, 18, son of Mr. and Mrs.
'
PaufbradFat Stock Team, were recognized
ity because in a few minutes he to do so. Others may receive bait
where economically possiley
of
Crutchfield, was killed instantly in a car-truck
by Ray Terrell, assistant cashier
said that he was the drama editor on request.
ble, especially animal feed
PUCK1.TT SPEAKS
of the Fulton Bank.
collision about 3 p. m. Sunday on Highway 51
of the New York Times. I thought
and food handling estabThe number of rats we have in
four
Nolen Puckett was the principal
Mrs. King Davis. Home Eco- miles
at first it was somebody from the
lishments.
south of Clinton.
Fulton
after
this
speaker
killing
rat
the
at
proregular
meeting of nomics Teacher at Fulton County
past who had read that high
Varry
A.
Barry,
R.-S. Sanitarschool interview and was having gram will depend entirely upon ian, Fulton Health Departments, the Twin Cities Development As- High School presented the FulNine others persons were in- 53, Rosemary
Summers, 16. Vinsociation Wednesday night at the ton County
a little fun with me. I learned in Its citizens, continued clean up will be pleased to advise any
Home
Economic jured, one seriously in the crash. Cent Glenn, 12, .Eric:
per- Chamber of Commerce office.
Glenn, 10,
garbage
control,
If
people
the
will
Mr. Awards for FHA.
no time at all that he was the
The
son
on
injured
carrying
Gary
are:
out
Washington, 10. and Cynthia
the above Puckett is of the
Billie L:ttle, 16,
Commerce DeThomas Perry and Jimmy Har- son of Mr. and
real McCoy from the Times and carry out the following good san- recommendations.
-Thomas,
Mrs. Neal -Little.
3.
partment of the Tennessee De7 rison won the Fulton County
I'll have you know that I had itary practices the rat population
FFA also of Crutchfield, who received
Little and the three adult NeDomestic animal and fowl pens, partment of Conservation
and speaking contest awards. These a serious head
goose bumps all over me as he can be held to a minimum.
groes
injury: and eight
were hospitalized at the
including pets, are often sources Commerce, Nashville, and he
out- were presented by Harold Rice, a Negroes from
talked.
(1) Cut and remove all tall of heavy rat populations where lined
.East St. Louis, CheS- Hickman County Hospital at ClinTennessee's
Community director of the Citizens Bank.
(Continued on page Twelve)
ter
Moss,
grasa and weeds.
ton.
54,
driver of the car,
excessive foods are fed and where Progress program for 1992.
Jennie Harrison, Monroe Bellew, Bernice Glenn, 36,
Pearl Calhoun,
(Continued on page six)

Fulton City District Winner;
Red Devils Advance Te Stale

10

10

All Department Superintendent
Re-Hired By South Fulton Council

10

10

Bankers Honor AchievemeniA ma
t.-Ainiers

10 s
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Book

Vahr In Denial
Of Resignation

1961

k.eN

Christian Science
Lecture March 8

City Rat Killing Program Gets 07:_derw •
Batt Used Will Not anger Cfltiren

One Person Killed, Nine Others
Iniured. One Seriously,in Crash

It Isn't The Town .. . It's You...
If you want to live in the kind of a
town
That's the kind of a town you like,
You needn't pack your clothes in a
grip And start on a long, long hike,
'Cause you'll only find what you
left behind,
For there's nothing that's really
new. It's a knock at yourself
When you knock your town,
It isn't the town, it's you!

STRICTLY BUSINESS

by McFeetters

Real towns are not made by meu
afraid
Lest somebody else gets ahead.
For when everyone works and nobody shirks
You can raise up the town from the
dead.
And if while pin make your personal stake
Your neighbor can make one, too,
Your town will te what you want
it.to be.
It iSia the town, It's you!
—Author Unknown

At eight thirty on March 9 the
Merrimack returned to destroy
the remainder of the wooden
ships. It came close to the Minnesota and the Monitor steamed
out to meet her. Now began the
historic battle, the first between
iron-clads. History was made that

Economic Development Commission.)
•

President Kennedy's area redevelopment program is moving forward rapidly in Kentucky. Seventyfive counties.have been organized into
19 redevelopment area's with Area
Program Councils established and
preliminary programs drafted. (Here
in West.an Kentucky. Fulton, Hickman. Carlisle and Ballard counties
have been organized into ohe area,
rind itist a week or so ago had their
first area rreeting. at Clinton to get
the pi-m.7am underway.) This statefederal progrro+1 is of vital importance. It is designed to bring about
jobs in those areas.where they are
most ne-ded. Chief responsibility in
the program is placed on local initiative. One of the major accomplishments in which our own Kentucky
Arta Proaram office has had apart,is
- in the coordination and approval of a
variety of programs to assist the local
areas. All the projects in the entire 19
redevelopment areas - covering 75
counties - have either received ap-proval or are in the process of doing
SO.

This new program will.be paying
big dividends for Kentucky. Business
loan applications are underway for a
number of projects, including a proone hundred million dollar alhiminum plant in Boyd County, a
new timber products company in the
Cumberland Valley, a proposed handcraft center in Rockcastle County, a
canning factory in Western-Kentucky
and many more.
The Business Development -Corporation and the Kentucky Industrial
Development Finance Authority play
a vital role in this program.-Both
these new agencies help. provide financing for new and expanding industry and for industrial subdivisions.
A few days ago I attended an area
redevelopment meeting in-Mazard.
During this meeting it was observed
that in mountain areas it was virtually impossible to meet the Industrial
Development Finance Authority's requirement that an industrial subdivision consist of at least 50 acres. The
valleys are just too narrow. I immediately talked with Senator Archie
Craft and suggested he introduce a
bill in the General Assembly to liberalize-the Authority's acreage and financing requirements.
This has been done and the bill
is now on- its way through the Legislature. It will make stafe loans available for many small industrial subdi,
visions in the mountains.
Other phases of the program, all
directed toward increased jobs inTwF. FULTON COUNTY NEWS
1- PAUL and JOHANNA M WESTPITELING
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elude:
1. Helping local communities with
needed public'facilities such as
water and sewer systems which
industry must have.
2. Worker training. A $263 million
manpower-retraining bill, just
passed by the House in Washington, will tie-in with Kentucky's
nationally recognized'area vocational school structure.
3. Technical assistance. Approval of
a $650,000 federal grant is expected in the near future to help expand Kentucky's forest industry.
4. And finally, the important work
going forward in urban renewal
for our communities.
The area redevelopment program
is a dynamic one. Meetings are being
held all over the state and there is a
great amount of excitement over the
progress' being. made. . . the kind of
progress that is characteristic of our
new economic development program
for Kentucky.
(Ed's note: Last week the NEWS
publisher visited the ARA office in
Washington in company with Commissioner Bruce Kennedy and his assistant Jim Nutter, of the Kentucky
Economic Development agency, and
found that Washington places high
emphasis ofTelling the ARA program
going in Kentucky'. They have a representative now covering Western
Kentucky whci is working closely
with the State ED office and are
ready and anxious to get projects going throughout the State).
HELPING THE POOR
If we turn away from the poor,
we are not ready to receive the reward of Him who blesses the poor.
—Mary Baker Eddy
This only is charity, to do all, all
that we.can.
—John Donne
It is well to give when asked, but
it is better to give unasked, through
understanding.
—Kahlil Gibran
Few Save the poor feel for the poor.
—Letitia E. Landon
Most of our realists and sociologists talk about a poor man as if he
were an octopus or an alligator.
—G. K. Chesterton
If we permit extremes of wealth
for a few and enduring poverty for
many, we shall create a social explosiveness and a demand for revolutionary change.
—Dwight D. Eisenhower
ADVICE
Advice is like snow; the softer it
falls, longer it dwells upon, and the
deeper it sinks into, the mind.
—Samuel Taylor Coleridge
The wisdom of man is not sufficient to warrant him in advising God.
—Mary Baker Eddy
Unasked advice is a trespass on
sacred privacy.
—Henry S. Haskins
Give every man thine ear, but
few thy voice; take each man's censure, but reserve thy judgment. —William Shakespeare
When a man comes to me for advice. I find out the kind of advice he
wants, and I give it to him.
—Josh Billings

day, and history has said that on
that day every wooden war-ship
became obsolete. The battle lasted
for six hours. The Virginia withdrew, the Monitor held its ground,
but it too was ready to cease
fighting. The first battle of the
ironclads was a tactical draw but
a Northern strategic victory. The
Merrimac was destroyed in the
evacuation of Norfolk in May, and
the Monitor was lost nine months
later in a storm while at sea off
Cape Hatteras.

rom u mnornmeniroim inam um emornmer inr!' :inE,:mryin o str
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About Town With

OtinizIm Jewell

Wilson Wyatt Pushing Area Development Plan
To Bring Jobs and Industry Into Kentucky
(NOTE TO OUR READERS: This is the fortyfifth in a series of articles on Kentucky's economic progress tvritten by Lieutenant Governor Wilson W. Wyatt. chairman of the State's

able floating fortress. The Monitor
arrived at Fortress Monroe during
the night. Its nickname was "A
tin can on a shingle" and "A
cheese box on a raft."

.• •
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and so I said to the iscorse tax auditor, 'You
way think you've got a case, but wait 'til
we get to covrtr

• .•111=1.11....V.LIANIMWSOINMIrS
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7;•fr'nrIt Back The Clock-expense(

March 8, 1942

A volunteer blackeut was obS. L. Normally. assistant general
served tO Fulton Monday night freight agent. Memphis, was in
with the'citizens turning off their Fulton Wednesday.
own lights. Good co-operation was
given with a few exceptions. The
Mrs. C. F. Aikin of this city
blackout was especially successful
has received word 'that her nepin Missionary Bottom, with the' hew, Dr. Earl DeLong, a profesNegroes co-operating in a splendid
sor at Northwestern University,
way.
has been called to Washington to
enter Civil Service work.
The Chestnut Glade girls basketball team- closed a successful
season on Atwood floor by defeating Silerton, Hardernan County
and Second District Champions;
score 46 to 23 for first place in
West Tennessee, Regional.

Bud Thomas, colored, was seriously injured Monday at the
trading yard on Mears St., bask of
Baldridge's store, when he was
shot by Jim Cavitt, white, following an argurnent. Thomas was shot
thru the upper lung and was carried to the Fulton hospital where
he remains in critical condition:
Cavitt escaped and is now being
sought by local officers.

Hubert O'Rear continues to improve in Haws Clinic.
Mrs. Arch Luther is doing nicely in Haws Clinic.

The residence of W. W. Batts,
handware merchant of Fulton, was
completely destroyed by fire Saturday afternoon. The house, a two
story frame building, was located
about four miles east of Fulton.
The fire is believed to have been
caused by an oil stove explosion.

The South Fulton Band Mothers
will sponsor a show at the Fulton
Theatre on Tuesday, Wednesday
and Thursday, March 24, 25 and
28, the proceeds to go for band

100 Years Ago This Week
An Hi.iorle•I review of rue CIVIL WAR DAT-BY-DAY
(Material in tram publication of eiliotly ono hundred 7e•r• ago; original
warding from r.f
In the Library of Congress. Washington. Itevortlag
in the paper. ••• 003.117 were one-aldedi we soft to be fair In no•erag• and
prwmirow a national bawl*. .
RD).
WV

WILLIAM

Congratulations to both the Fulton High Bulldogs and the South
Fulton Red Devils. We are mighty
proud of both teams. The Bulldogs came out winners of the
First District Basketball Tournament Saturday night, while South
Fulton isbound for the Tennessee state tourney, although they
were defeated Saturday night by
Obion in the last game of the
Region Seven tourney at Troy.

The University of Tennessee's
widely known chorale group—the
U-T Singers—will make its annual
state tour the middle of this
month.
Prof. Ambrose Holford, director
of the Singers, has announced that
the group will be on tour March
18-21, presenting six major concerts and making other appearances in various areas of the state.
The 46-voice chorale organization will leave the U-T campus on
Sunday, March 18. First stop will
be Johnson City for a major concert that evening at the First
Presbyterian Church under the
auspices of the church and East
Tennessee State College.
Edwin Hamlett, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Clifton Harrgett of Jackson
and formerly of Fbilton, is a member of the group.
It was announced today by M.
R. Jeffress, County Chairman for
Fulton County, that the sale of
Series E and H Savings Bonds in
January amounted to $28,856. He
also announced the County's Goal
for 162 is $320,100.
In Kentucky, sales for the same
period amounted to $6,358,218.
The State's Goal for 1982 is $58,200,000.
Raymond Graddy, highway department employee, received a
broken finger Friday morning
while working at Hickman.
understood that Kentucky's
unique religious drama, "The
Book of Job", is being held over
an extra week at the New York
City Christ Church Methodist on
Park Avenue.
The drama, which has been receiving rave reviews, opened a
limited three weeks engagement
on Feb. 8.

R. MeHRWRY

Second week in March, 1862
From Gibraltar came word of
the Confederate cruiser "Sumter."
This ship had been a passenger
steamer before the war. The Confederates had covered - her engine
with a few inches of wood bound
together with strips of half-inch
iron. The Sumter had been at sea
for over four months, and had
captured twenty-one Yankee vessels.
The Sumter carried four thirtytwo pound guns, and an 8" swivel
gun. Newspaper reporters who
visited the Sumter in Gibraltar
reported that her crew was made
up of men of all nationalities,
"Devil-me-care" men who would
"stick at nothing." Many of these
men would become crew members
on the famous "Alabama" and
would make maritime history.
The big news of early March,
1862, was the baffle between the
Monitor and the Merrimack. The
fight ended in a draw, but the
C. S. A. Virginia, or Merrimack,
had the day before, destroyed two
big Union ships and had killed or
drowned several score Union sailors. At the time of the MonitorMerrmack battle the Federal government in Washington was frightened out of its wits. It was a rude
awakening for the Secretary of
the Navy. For months forward looking men had been advising
the United States to build steelclad ships. These men had been
rudely used for their insinuatons
that the Navy did not know best!
When Virginia had seceded from
the Union in April, 1881, there
had been much Unted States Navy
activity in the Federal Navy Yard
in Norfolk. The U. S. S. Cumberland, a sailing frigate, had been
towed away to Fortress Monroe.
A much better ship, the steam
frigate Merrimack,-,,was having its
engines overhauled. The Merrimack was in drydock. (The same
drydock
still- used today for
small ships of the Navy.)
When the U. S. had to abandon
the Navy Yard the commander
was ordered to blow up the drydock, burn the Merrimack, and
destroy supplies. The job was
done, but very efficiently. The

bomb to blow up the drydoek did
not explode, but the ship did burn
to the waterline. After the Confederates took over the shipyard,
they simply raised the Merrimack
finished overhauling the engines,
and began to cover the decks with
An. The Merrimack was 3,200
tons, 275 feet long, and had carried 40 guns.
The Merrimack had been rebuilt
to break the blockade of Ndrfolk.
On March 8, the Merrimack steamed slowly from the river by the
navy yard in Norfolk and headed
toward the Union ships lying near
Fortress Monroe. For months the
North had been hearing tales of
the rebuilt ship. Sailors argued
loud and long that it could not
navigate the waters of Hampton
Roads.
Federal warships nearby were
the Congress, Cumberland, Minnesota, Roanoke and the St. Lawrence. In a short action the Merrimack sank the Cumberland, burned the Congress, and left the damaged Minnesota stranded in the
mud. However, the Merrimack had
trouble with the mud-flats and
the iron ship withdrew to wait for
the high tide.
The other ships were safe, for
that night the Monitor arrived.
The Monitor had been built to a
new design within a period of 100
days by workmen in the Green
Point Shipyard in Brooklyn. Her
designer, Swedish born John Ericsson, had fought to get the U. S.
Navy to accept his design. The
Navy agreed that he build the
shir, but with reservations. If the
ship did not serve properly, Ericsson would not be paid. The completed ship was 12 feet long and
41 feet wide. It could operate in
water only ten feet deep, carried
two guns in a revolving iron turret, and they were of 11 inch caliber.
In the fighting that first day,
the iron sides of the Virginia (or
Merrimack) had suffered hit after
hit, but little damage. After the
fight everything movable on the
outside had been shot away, but
almoat no damage to the inside
of the ship. However the ship was
a rebuilt, and almost unmanage-

According to Kentucky's Department of Public Safety, only one
person was killed in a traffic accident in Fulton County during
1981.
Although any death from an
auto mishap is a needless waste,
this is still a record of which we
can be proud.
The record to date for 1961

stands at 722 persons killed in
traffic accidents throughout the
state. The same results would be
achieved if a bomb killing all the
inhabitants were dropped on a
town about the size of Barlow,
Bedford, Dover, New Castle, Perryville, Stanton, Brodhead, Corydon,
Edmonton, Whitesville or Fleming.
Although this appalling slaughter is Kentucky's best record in 11
years (678 died in 1950, we can't
with a clear conscience call it a
good year when 272 people are
killed on otir highways. The efforts of every one of us are needed to make Kentucky highways as
safe as possible.
The Department of Public Safety has this advice on becoming a
better driver: first, make sure
your car is mechanically perfect
and in top condition; then learn
to drive as if you were carrying a
dozen loose eggs on the back seat.
In other words, don't start, swerve
or stop suddenly. Be a defensive
driver. Consider every Other driver as being erratic behind the
wheel.
We join Public Safety Commissioner Glenn Lovern in urging all
Kentuckians to have a feeling of
moral obligation to keep his fellow ,man alive by being a responsible 'and safety-conscious driver
at all times.
A New York public relations
firm experienced in the, travel
field and familiar with Kentucky
has been retained by the state's
division of tourist and travel information to assist in publicizing
Kentucky's outstanding vacation
attractions, Charles Warnick, director of the division, announced
today.
The firm, Austin Hamel AR90elates, will publicize all aspects of
Kentucky's vacation attractions
but will concentrate on promoting
Kentucky's expanding park system
Warnick added.
The Harrel firm will be paid
$600 per month for its service under terms of a contract signed between Department of Public Information, Commissioner Cattle
Lou Miller and Austin Hamel,
president of the firm. The con-:
tract extends throligh June, 1962.
Three Project Mercury manned
spacecraft - replicas of the famous "Freedom 7," "Liberty Bell 7,"
and "Friendship 7" which carried
America's first astronauts into
space - will tour the country for
U. S. Savings Bonds during the
Treasury's Freedom ond Drive in
May and June. The public will be
invited to examine at close range
the entire spacecraft, including
the interior of the capsule.
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You'll Say they're delicious!
1

BARBECUED RIBS
FROM THE KEG RESTAURANT
Lake Street

Fulton, Ky.

$2,000 PREMIUMS
To Be Awarded at The

WEST KENTUCKY
Meat Hog - Carcass Contest
March 23-26, 1962
Carcass Contest
On-Foot Show
Reelfoot Packing Co.
Mayfield Fairgrounds
Union City, Tennessee
Mayfield, Kentucky
JUDGE:
JUDGE:
Dr. James Kemp
G. R. Carlisle
University of Kentucky
University of Minois

Purebred Boar & Gilt Sale Mar. 23
Mayfield Fairgrounds

TIME: 1:00 P. M.

$3 premium on all commercial hogs grading U. S.
No. 1 carcass. CONTEST OPEN TO ALL KENTUCKY HOG PRODUCERS
The Kentucky Department of
Sponsored by:
Agriculture: Reelfoot Packing Company.
For information or entry forms contact:
Robert Hager
John Vaughn
Ky. Dept. of Agriculture Co. Agricultural Agent
Frankfort, Kentucky
Clinton, Kentucky
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Engagement Of Miss Joan Kimbell
To Jerry Lee Lacewell Announced

The News reports your - - - •

Diary of Dom's
(Items gathered along Fulton's merryway
for your pleasura and your scrapbook)
nd of Obion, Tenn.
Mrs. Robbie Fox and Mrs. Townse
leader, at the
Lewis,
0.
will be presented by Mrs. J.
Friday aftermeeting
ment
Depart
Home and Garden

in flower shows.
Demonstration Club met at the
home of Mrs. Lon Watts with Mrs.
Bob Elliott as co-hostess last
Wednesday. Mrs. Roy Watts presided. "
Slim Weldon, former Fulton
theatre manager, now of Fayetteville, Tenn. spent Tuesday and
visiting
town
Wednesday in
friends.
Mrs. John Ferguson was welcomed as a new member to the
Pierce-Harris Community club at
a recent meeting held in the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Richard Ferguson.
Mr. and Mrs. John Smith were
welcomed back to the club after
a year's absence.
Mrs. J. M. iviayberry, president
presided.
A work day was set for the
club to work on "tote bags" at the
home of Mrs. J. M. Mayberry on
March 21.
Two very interesting demonstrations were given, one on
"Table Settings" by Miss Marene
Allen and "Last Will and Testament" by Mrs. Alvin Ferguson.

Dr. Robert T. Peterson was the
guest speaker at the regular
meeting of the B&PW Club Tuesday night at 7 at the Park Terrace.
David Chambers, senior.at MurThe wedding of Mrs. Mildred
ray State College and practice
teacher at Fulton High, was the H. Latimer of Hornbeak and
guest soloist, accompanied by Mrs. Chester W. Caldwell of Union
City was quietly solemnized SatNelson Tripp.
urday, Feb. 24, at.2 in the afterThe Men's Club and the Altar noon in the First Methodist church
Society of the_St. Edwards Church at Fulton, Ky. with the Rev. W.
sponsored a real Italian spaghetti F. Barnes, pastor of the church,
supper at the Fulton Woman's officiating.
Only members of the immediate
Club Monday night.
Mrs. Leland Jewell was hostess family weer present.
After a short trip to Lake
to her weekly club at her home
on Carr Street last Thursday eve- Charles, La., New Orleans, and
other points in the South, the
ning.
couple will return to their home
in Union City.
Members of the Civitan Club
had a dinner meeting Thursday
evening at the Derby.
Home-Town Paper ... The News

Attorneys Attend
Meet In Louisville

' The Homemakers Class of the
First Baptist Church enjoyed a
pot-luck supper Monday evening
at the home of Mrs. L. C. Jamison,
Mrs. James Cruce was co-hostess.

From The ElIS Kennel"
The aspects of journalism were
discussed in a talk by Miss Ella
Doyle, a former KENNEL editor
at the annual newspaper banquet.
The dinner was held on Saturday
night, February 17.
Miss Doyle will graauate from
Memphis State University this
year as a journalism major. She
was one of the two editors who
were the pioneers for the school
newspaper in 1956.
Jimmy Wright, co-editor of the
KENNEL, served' as Master of
Ceremonies and began by welcoming the guests and introducing
guests of honor. Ile then presented Miss Doyle to the grorila and
she spoke for sevc7ral minute t.
Mr. J. M. Martha' principal of
FliS, presented. the Citizenship
Awards.
. Judy Copelan,( vas-, in ch; :
dtaatration mina dining riso
51: it in 1)eMy,
1\Int•y Honchii's. a'hca,led the •
a:1rd committe,

Miss Nancy Ann Kirkland, Granddaughter
Of Fulionian, Is Engaged To Be,Married
Mr. and Mrs. R. M. Kifkl.alka 1.1
Huntsville, Texas, have announced the engagement of their daughter, Nancy Ann Kirkland to Mr.
Gene Edward Smith. Mr. Smith is
the son of Mr. and Sli. G. E:
Smith of Baytown, Texas.
Miss Kiteainu is a a aier
untsville High School, and her
fiance is a senior at Sam Plaa• ten
State la ache ia College. He Will
receive his tlegree in Be- wea,
iAugust.Administration
A May 27th w•dding is ,L.uicl
at the First Christian Clanola ii
Huntaville.
The bride-eleot is the ga,

Happy Birthday
March 1—Joyce Faulkner, Donna Pat Mills, laie•son Roper, Carolyn Anne Lawson. Mrs. Joe a!
Keed and Mrs. Virgil King:
March 2—Shirley Ann Johnson,
Mrs. Johnnt Holland and Judy
Hendon: March 3—Howard Edwards, Mts. Ern Griffin, Mark
Sharp, and Kate Homplin: March 4
—Joy Pagan, Bobby Joe Craddock.
_Mra. Roy Latta and Mrs. J. I).
Miss Joan Kimbell
Hopkins; March 5—David Daniel,
Mrs. K. M. Winston, Monroe LuMr. and Mrs. James Kimbell,• Fulgham High School and' Mr. ther, Mrs. Edna Strange, Mrs.
Route 1, Wingo, are announcins Lacewell is a graduate of Fulton Harry Shupe; March 6--,Elvis
the engagement of their daughter, High School. Both are presently Babb,. James Fuller; March 7—
Joan. to Jerry Lee Lacewell, son employed at the :Henry I. Siegel Billy Ccsvey, Harry B. Elliott.
of Mrs. Francis Laceieell and the Company, South Fulton...
late Cecil Lacewell, 110 Jackson
March 8--Warren C. Graham,
An early July wedding is plan- Mrs. John Cavender, Mrs. Harvey
Street, Fulton.
Miss Kimbell is a graduate of ned.
Maddox, W. Z. Cash; March 9—
Wayne Napier,
Christine Batts,
Charles Sevier, Carilene Bolin.
Don Sensing, jimmy Allen, G. G.
Bard, Gus B. Farmer; March 10—
E. M. Baker, Burt Grenell, Nancy
Holland, Harold Sills, Mrs. Mozelle Green; March 11—Lillian
The bride-elect is the grand- Cook Cate, Mrs. R. V. Putnam, Jr.;
Mr. Tucker Brown is today announcing the engagenlentaand ap- daughter of Mrs. Oliver Kash and March 12—Mrs. T. J. Kramer, Sr.,
proaching marriage of his daugh the late Hubert Greer. and Mrs. Jimmy Clapp, Cbrolyn Underwood,
ter, Barbara Kay to Jerry Lynn Burlie Brown and the late Mr. Tommy Reams; March 13-Mischael
Brown.
Hamra, Mrs. Allen Jones, Mrs.
Canter.
The wedding vows will be ex- Sallie Cavender, Mrs. S. B. Estes,
Miss Brown is the daughter of
James Hyland, Gay ie Kimbel,
the late Mrs. Rosalie Greer Brown changed at severatLirty o'clock in
T. C. Taylor; March 14—Georgia
and Mr. Carter is the son of Mr. the, evening on Friday. March 16,
Bell, Ella Doyle, Shirley Jackson
and Mrs. Bud Canter of Cuba, 1962 at the Cumberland Presbyand Brady Williamson.
terian Church.
Kentucky.

Circle One of the First Christian
Church met Monday afternoon at
2:30 in the home of Mrs. R. C.
Pickering. Mrs. W. 0. Beard wags
program leader and Mrs. OP-,d-o.i,
..d.
Baird, president, presid,
Mrs. William Stokes, presided
over a inent'rn g of the Guild of the
First 1'.4nr st ian Church Monday
rening. Mrs. F. D. Phillips was
hostess. Mrs. Earl Plumley and
Miss Gertrude Murphey had
charge of the program.
Members of the West Fulton
P-TA Executive Board were guests
of Mrs. Don Sensing, P-TA presifamily
dent, Friday at the Atkins
ay
cabin on Reelfoot. The all-d
outing was planned as a gesture
for
of Mrs. Sensing's appreciation
from
the cooperation she received
her co-workers this year.
her
Teresa Pittman celebrated
Popeye
sixth birthday on the
, PaShow Tuesday on WPSD-TV
Valley,
ducah. Others from Water
were
who appeared on the show
Dean
benise Pittman, Phillip
'Bradley, Michael Weaver and
Banda Laird.
The
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CAPITAL INVESTMENTS
Repay Loans When Farm Products
Are Sold
Interest For Only The Days You Use Money
Loans May Also Be Made For General
Operating Expenses

Jackson Purchase
Production Credit Association
WARREN BARD
Field Office Mgr.
West Court Sq. Bldg
Clinton, Ky.
Phone OL 3-5161

JOHN P. WILSON
Field Office Mgr.
227 Clinton Street
Hickman. Ky.
Phone 2506
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NO TRICKS, NO GIMMICKS, Just Lower Prices

COFFE

J. R. Rucker of Youngstown,
Ohio, who has been visiting in
Fulton for several weeks, left this
week for a visit further South.
Mr. Rucker said on a visit to The
News office that he is considering
settling in our town.

. g ml rid mar NV. 'I'. Ste, lc,
it 1-,,,kt'h,
1i! !a,. ,ariaolialeal !to ,a
lW
Yea., la:11,1 on

Farm Equipment - - LiveFfock
Clearing - Autos - Build:nqs
Trucks - - Fencing

Engagement Of Barbara Kay Brown
To Jerry Lynn Canter Announced

Mr. and Mrs. Paul Hornbeak
have returned from a vacation in
Florida.

Lt. and Mrs. .Terry Pigue and
daughter, Jeana, have returned to
Waterloo, Ill., after a short visit in
Fulton and Union City.

STE.ELE APPOINTED

•

For

b
Th., News • ',Iffkc tic
II •Pey _Birthday to the folloving
dsons:

U STORE
GREATER VARIETY, SAVE, SAVE, AT BIGTOVAL
DEALERS.

Mr. and Mrs. Larry Depp and
children, Dana and David are
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Bertes Pigue.

daualiter of Mrs. /Vitae C'roekett
and the late J. fa Crockett of Fulton. Mrs. El. M. Kirkland is the
former Clara Mae Crockett of tha
c,ty.

1 10 7 YEAR LOAN
TO FARMERS

Mrs. Pete Green, Mrs. Leland
Jewell and Mrs. Edna Abel visited
in May-field Monday.

Clifton Hamlett of Jackson was
in Fulton Sunday for the funeral
of Mrs. Emma Allison.
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noon at 2.
Flowers".
Topic for discussion will be t'Dried
these talenthear
to
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expecte
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attenda
A large
for their entires
awards
many
won
have
who
ed ladies
Mrs. Vyron Mitchell has been
elected president of the Fulton
Woman's Club. She succeeds Mrs.
Harry Allison.
The other newly elected officers
are: Mrs. J. C. Hancock, first
vice-president; Mrs. Harry Allison,
third vice-president; Mrs. Lawson
Roper, corresponding secretary7
and Mrs. Mildred Freeman, treasurer.
The Woman's Club will sponsor
a coffee-dessert and bake sale on
March 6, starting at 9 a. m. The
coffee-dessert will be held at the
KU kitchen, and the bake sale at
the City National and Fulton
banks.
The Music Department will present Russell Riepe, II, a young
piano student on Sunday afternoon, March 8. He will be assisted
by his mother, vocalist, who will
sing one group of songs.
Mrs. Glenn Veneklasen, chairduced Mrs. Mac Burman7Sie.4215re
sented a group of
row, wh
girls' who were recent winners in
a county-wide speech contest at
Union City.

Miss Doyle Speaks
At Kennel Banquet

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITY. NONE SOLD

Heinz Strained Jar

BABY FOOD

. . 10c

Swift 3 1-2 Gal.

icE mils . . .

$1.0

Washed Red 25 Lb. Bag

POTATOES . . . 79
California Pure Gold

LEMONS •

Doz. 39c

- Florida
Fr"!.1

ORANGES . . Doz. 39c

BIG YAI:U
SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY
OFFER SAVE (16c) 2 LIMIT i Us

IL

•

PEACHES

FORMERLY U-TOTE-EM
OSAGE
HALVES
SAVE 35c

5 29 oz. Cans $1.00
Kraft 8 oz.

CLEARFIELD

CHEESE . . 2 Lb. Box 79c
HY GRADE 2 - 12 oz. Can
. 39c
PARTY LOAF .

FictiG44

-

-

FRENCH DRESSING . . 23c
All Brands
BISCUITS . . . 6 for 49c

GRADE A LARGE I)
WHITE
CAGED

wr

rff

"

ICY

HAM,Center Slices . .Lb. 89c
HANS, Whole or Butt Lb. 49c Pure
Pork
Groun-i Fresh Daily
SAGE . . 3 Lbs. Bag 99c
HEIBURGER MEAT 3 Lb. 89c SAU
By The Piece
Swift Proten
ON Slab Sugar Cured 39c
BEEF LIVER . . . 39c BAC
Chuck Wagon
Old Fashion By The Piece
BOLOGNA . . Lb. 25c SLICED BACON . . 2 Lb. 59c
SMOKED

HAMS

CURED
SUGAR
SHANK

lb. 39c

•
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Federal Funds Provide 50 Per Cent
Of Construction Of New Hospitals
Since passage of the Hill-Burton Act by Congress in 1048, Federal funds have provided 50 per
rent of the construction cost of
$121,594,714.18 worth of new hoscenters
medical
and
pitals
Oftoughout Kentucky`
The amount includes projects
completed—both new facilities an
aAditions, projects under construction and projects in the planning
itifge which have already been
earmarked as eligible for Federal
money. Hill-Burton construction
funds are administered by the Division of Hospital and Medical
Facilities of the State Health Department.
"Of course there are many more
projects which are just now in the
discussion stage," said Paul A.
Hackney, division director. "But
these are not included among those
in. the planning stage until funds
are actually earmarked."
The original Hill-Burton Act,
which included only hospitals
and public health centers, was
amended in 1954. The amendment
made several other tylies of medical facilities such as nursing
homes, diagnostic and treatment
centers and rehabititation centers
eligible for Federal funds under
the program.
A construction priority schedule
is established each year by Hackney's division subject to approval
by the U. S. Public Health Service. Hackney has a 12-member
ceotfiicil assisting him in an advisory capacity.
,
projetts completed in the
state since the Hill-Burton Act
was passed include 57 public
health centers, 32 general hospitals, one • mental hospital, one
tuberculosis h(espital, two chronic

YOU ARE
INVITED
TO AN

'
disease hospitals, four schools of
nursing, three nursing homes and
one diagnostic and treatment
center.
Additions have been completed
at 34 general hospitals, four mental hospitals, one -tuberculosis
hospital and two schools of.nursing. Other projects include a system of laboratories in the State
Health Department building, a
new steam plant at the University
of Kentucky Medical Center and
equipment for five tuberculosis
hospitals.
Under construction now are
five new general hospitals, seven
general hospital additions, one
tubercalosis hospital addition, 13
new health centers, trld a new
&gnostic and treatment center
and rehabilitation center at the
Universiy of Kenucky Medical
Center.
Projects being planned—many
in the final drawing-board stages
—include eight new general hospitals, 10 general hospital additions, three health Centers, one
new diagnostic and treatment
center, three new nursing homes
and two new rehabilitation centees.
Health centers in Kentucky are
built through a program of 25 per
cent State money and 25 per cent
local money, along with the Federal Government's 50 per cent. All
other Hill-Burton projects in the
state are financed by the applicant'S paying 50 per cent to match
Federal funds.
Teacher: "We have cases of
measles in our school."
Mrs. Smith: "Dear, dear! And
how many in a case?"

i

Jerry Mac Weaks Is
Beta President
Fre. The IL F. "Seselet Plaels"

Jerry Mac Weaks has been elected president of the South Fulton Beta Club. The other officers
elected by the Betas are as follows: Vice-President, John BurJoan Fuller;
row; Secretary,
Treasurer, Linda Rogers; ReportParliamentarian,
er, Kelly Reams;
Clayburn Peeples and Sergeantat-Arms, Marty Warren.
The twenty-seven members were
made official by the slave auction
sale held in the gym with auctioneer, Morton Brooks. The exciting slave drive the following
day served as initiation and proved both successful and profitable
for the club.
Plans are in the making for the
spring convention in Nashville,
with. all the Betas excited over the
trip. The new Beta members were
presented with the Beta pin, certificate ,and membership card.

Miss Cathey Crowned
Queen Al Homecoming

Miss Sarah Lee tathey was
crowned. Basketball Queen by
Captain Ronny Winston in the
beautiful coronation ceremonies
at the South Fulton Homecoming Game.
The queen's attendants were
Joan Fuller and Lee Cantrell. WI
The Homecoming Queen was selected by the members•of the Red
Devil and Devilette cage teams.
After the game the sophomores
sponsored a Homecoming Dance in
the cafeteria. The entertainment
for dancing was provided by a
small combo from Martin.

••••••••
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Mr. and Mrs. Don F. Samons of
Memphis are the proud parents of
a baby girl, born at 11:20 a. m.
Feb. 28, at the Baptist Hospital.
Mrs. Sammons is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Roberts of Fulton.

versity of Sheffield in Sheffield,
England, on a Fulbright Scholarship. He returned to the States
and to UK where he completed
his P. H. D.
Mr. Holfand is to be commended on the fine work he has
done for Fulton High School.

Say "It's In The News"

Greenfield Monument Works
In Operation 61 Years

• Large Display •
* Well Lighted At Night •
• Open Sunday Afternoons •
FULTON
CALL 124

J. B. MANESS & SONS
Gzeenfield, Tenn

G'FIELD:
AD 5-2Z93

... for in the next few weeks
you'll be reading about all sorts of
new and different Lenten dishes
you might never have thought of
before! Whether you observe Lent
or not, you should see our displays
of Lenten foods. You'll come away
with new mealtime ideas ... and
almost as much as you came in
with!

"IN
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SAT. MARCH 10
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In 1926 Mr. Holland came to
Fulton as the assistant principal,
Mr. W. L. Holland, Fl-IS su- head " coach, and a teacher of
perintendent for sixteen years, modern languages and science at
went to grammar school in Simp- Carr Elementary.
son County and to high school at
In 1929 he married Ann Read
Franklin 'High, Franklin, Kenand moved to FHS as principal,
tucky. There he lettered in foothead coach, and match teacher.
ball, baseball, basketball, and
After three years he quit coaching
tennis.
but retained his other positions
He entered Center College on an until January of 1948, when he
athletic scholarship in 1920. He became the superintendent.
While he had been principal,
played football and basketball and
was the captain ol the baseball Mr. Holland attended Peabody
team in his senior year. He ma- College in Nashville, where he
jored in social science and minor- completed his master's degree in
edlin math and languages. He education in 1940. He also did adwas an honor student three out of ditional graduate wcrk on a
the four years, and a student as- PHD.
Mr. and Mrs. Holland have one
sistant in the social science department. He was also the floor son, Read, who graduated from
FHS and then received
monitor in the boys' dorm.
his
B. A. at the University of
KenUpon gratulation, Mr. Holland tucky. He then attended the Uniwent to Cherokee, Alabama, where
-he worked as a math teacher and
coach of all sports. He played professional baseball in the summers'
with the Appalachian and Tr - I
State Leagues.
"From The EDS Kennett"

"From The FHS Kennel!"

OPEN HOUSE

„

WE A GIRL!

Mr. Holland Has Been Su)nintendent For 16 Years

• COLOR MOVIES

NEW

It's a different
approach to
fertilizer el
SEE IT IN
OendgRATION1

Mr. Holland works on important
papers in his new office.

IN SO. FULTON,TENN.

SHOP

WE GIVE

Rotary's 57th
Anniversary
Is Observed
Fifty-seven years ago, when the
motorcar still brought cries of
"Get a horse" and the airplane
could fly for no more than a few
minutes, a new kind of club for
businessmen was born. It was the
Rotary club and recently, in
countries around the world, the
57th anniversary of the founding
of that club was celebrated by
more than 11,000 Rotary clubs
that have descended from it.
It was in Chicago, on February
23, 105, that a young lawyer, Paul
P. Harris, Rotary's founder, gathered with three business accosiates
and formed the nucleus of the organization which now numbers in
its global ranks more than a half
million business and professional
men—doctors, lawyers, retailers
educators, and hundreds of other
representatives of different vocations,
In Fulton, the Rotary club has
31 members, each selected not
only on the basis of his vocation,
but also for his interest in serving this community, in raising its
standards of business and professional practices, and in accepting
his personal responsibilities for
the betterment of human understanding as a means of insuring
world peace.
With
Rotarians
everywhere
dedicated to the attainment of
these goals, Rotary is conveying?
its message of service to millions I
of people and is exerting a tremendous force for the good of all.
For their devotion to.the ideal
of being thronghtful of and helpful to others, we salute Rotarians
of the world, and wish them still
greater success in their program
of service.
Say "It's In The News"

GLENMORE
VODKA
Charcoal Filtered
100 ROOF
NEW
REDUCED
PRICES

Joe C Powell

N

S&H GREEN STAMPS!

PIGGLY WIGGLY!

OPEN ON SUNDAYS

DRINKS

CASE
24 Reg. Size Bottles
With Purchase of $5.00
or more Limit one Case

REELFOOT

DEL MONTE

PURE LARD 4 Lb. Crt. 49c RED SALMON Lb.
TWIN THIN
GIANT
POTATO CHIPS 1 Lb.Bag _ _ 55c VELVEETA 2 Lbs.
HOSTESS
PLYMOUTH SALAD
SHERBERT 1-2 Gal.
49c
DRESSING 24 oz.
FAIR WEATHER
PLYMOUTH SANDWICH
SALMON 1 Lb. Can
59c SPREAD 24 oz.

SUGAR

GODCHAUX
BAG

MISS DIXIE

EATWELL

MILK 3 - 14 1-2 oz. Can __ 39c MACKERAL 5- 16 oz. __ $1.00
ANGEL FOOD
BIT-O-SEA
CAKES Reg. 59c Each ___ 39c TUNA FISH 4 Reg. _ _ $1.00
DEL MONTE
CARTON
METRECAL 6 Cans ____ $1.47 TUNA FISH 3 Reg.
89c
DOUBLE Q

MRS. HUBARDS CREME

49c PINK SALMON

COOKIES 2 Lb. Bag

FLOUR

DIXIE WINNER
PLAIN or SELFRISING
25 LB BAG

SHORTENING

16 oz.

PLYMOUTH

FLAKO 3 Lb. Can
69c COFFEE Lb. Bag
49c
MAXWELL HOUSE
PEAS 303 Can
15c INST. COFFEE 6 oz. _ _ _ _ 89c
BUSH
BUSH SHELLIE
PORK & BEANS 6-No. 2 _ $1.00 BEANS 6 - 303 Cans
_ $1.00
GREEN GIANT

HAMS

REELFOOT

29c

PICNICS
LB.

Pure Pork

Slice Smoke Jowl

SAUSAGE 3 Lb. $1.00 BACON 3 Lbs.
SLICED BEEF

RED

POTATOES
LETTUCE

West College St.

Phone TU 5-0311

UNION CITY. TENN.

or Fulton. Ky. Phone 322

Mormon Dfsittlorios Co.
Louisville and Cnvonsboro,
Kisnhnity

69c

$1.49
$1.00

Fresh

Lb. 39c HAMBURGER 3 Lbs.$1.
25 LB.

-

BAG

LARGE CRISP

Lime & Fertilizer Co.

79c
79c
29c
29c

89c

10 LB.

LIVER
$h_40
4/5 at.

19c

2 HEADS

69c
29c

Fresh Strawberries . . Pt. 39c
ACRES OF FREE PARKING —OPEN NIGHTS "I'lL 9 P. M.

Mayfield Band
To Represent
State At Iowa
The Mayfield High School Varsity Band has been invited to
represent Kentucky in the "Music
Man" National High School Band
Competition to be held in Mason
City, Iowa, June 19.
Every state will be represented
in the competton and the top band
will receive $11,000 worth of band
instruments and a cross-country
tour including a-TV appearance in
New York.
The 130-piece Mayfield Varsity
Band is dinected by Ralph Wahl.
David Winslow is associate director. The Mayfield and Parents and
the City of Mayfield will launch
a drive March 2 to raise the $6,000
necessary to send the band on the
_trip. The Mason City Chamber of
Commerce is sponsoring the competition.

—Slip Covers; seat covers
—Upholstering (all kinds:
modern and antique
—Draperies
—Awnings, tarpaulins

Applications for the Selective
Service Qualification Test to be
given on April 17 are now available to college students at the Seboards
local
Service
lective
throughout Kentucky, Lt. Colonel
Everette S. Stephenson, State DiSelective
rector for Kentucky
Service announced today.
The tests will be given a more
than 500 colleges in all 50 states,
Puerto Rico,a nd the Canal Zone,
In Kentucky, the test will be offered at the following schools:
Barbourville;
College,
Union
Western Kentucky State College,
Bowling Green; Centre College of
Kentucky, Danville, Louisville;
Murray Stale College, Murray;
Pikeville College, - Pikeville; and
Cumberlaqd College, Williamsburg. Scores made on the test will
provide local boards ,with _evidence of aptitude for continued
undergraduate and graduate study.
The scores will not of themselves
determine eligibility for deferment, but are considered with
other information by the Japards
in determining whether to defer
individual registrants for further
study.
Applfcations for the test must
be postmarked no later than Midnight, Tuesday, March 27. Eligible
students may also obtain information about the test from any local
board.
Home-Town Paper ... The News

TV REPAIR

CITY DRUG CO.
408 Lake St.

Wade Television

Fultoa

Worley Qualifies
As Certified
Public Accountant

Europe, Russia

"From The PHS Kennel"
We hii‘.:0 had a few
This school year opened
Kenneth Littrell, regional agro- spring weather and new win:.
several new teachers behind tin:
nomist, Southern State Coopera- seems to have set in full fore,
desks at Fulton High School. One
tive, has been named - host and
Saturday visitors of Mr. W.
of these teachers is Mr. James
leader for a delegation of Ken- Rowland and Allie were Mr. and
WOril•N', of NI,iyfieid,
liow,:l
Ott, who took Mr. William Robtucky agricultural 'leaders on a Mrs. Jack Carter of near Mayfield was ree,:e:n notified lei the Kenertson's place as Industrial Art
22'day goodwill people to people and Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Taylor. tucky State Beard of Accountancy
teacher.
inspection journey throughout Mr. Rowland is not feeling so that he ha.: side:I-se-fully (templeteastern Europe and the Soviet well. Mr.'Ott Was porn September 29.
ed the requirements for the cerUnion.
1935, in Evansville, Indiana. He
Mesdames Sara Bell French -and tificate of Certified Public Aeattended Central Grade School
The Kentucky delegation will Maggie House were guests of Mr.. cotinthnt.
_
and Mount Vernon High School
depart New York on Monday, Ora MeGuire Weelneslay of last
Worley is associated *Aith Ge,
in Mount Vernon, Indiana. "The
June 11, 1962. They are scheduled week.
Ceidified Put 11. Iteed R.!
two biggest things that happened t
fo take ra:t in numerous visitaRichard Ruse is a patii,nt in the Ire Accrue nta n t
to me in school," stated Mr. Ott,
tions with, their occupational Fulton hospital. We hope
I
A native of
"were (1) the school burned down.
counter-parts in the C.omnainiat soon be able: to go.heme.
fir'
Fid!un
eriiillati it
and (2) I was very interested in
countries, as well as participate ih
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Mi•thews
Si hoot and it., i;`,!1,!'' (o,
model cars and airpranes, which
meetims iind interviews with Shopped in 5'. Ii, Saturday.
Celleve of cooloA rce." be...
became an important, influence in.
Unittal Stana and foreign governMr and Mr.. Harry Yet,- c,,:a.,, , 'KYiii as'ment ntprnanitatives. The geed- :.e Mr. and alre T, C. lieu,- Si'''-, i'''-': r'"'Iv''1 .t11my later life."
d''1':"'
: ca::::tn:d. While ili 1,01,2i..• In ,. WtiS
will mission will take the Ken- riay aft.
ernoun.
Upon graduation, Mr. Oft enter,
if Pi T. a :va.: ft •,t, !a:ay
tucky citi?ions to England, France,
Mr. and Mr, Norte. e p:e eat, a '' : ml:er
ed the U. S. Marine Corps and
Polan.t.
iltentary
tend
the
Soviet'
and Mr. and 'Mrs. Dennia Oliver ..'.
''. P''''
P' l''''''''''-- ''''''' untserved in Korea with the 1st. Di.t 7:1::t...
Union.
of Lone Oat: were satna,, :en • :': n,
vision Conibat, Infantry. He was
•
:
Rowlands.
IMembeint io in the Kentucky
discharged in 1954 with the Presithe
r! toe . : 1 :_even ad. ,,,n t,,
i;,,,:s is sit .. vo.t,::( ee
1,,,tit_stti,, ,
Mr. Ott, Industrtil Arts Teacher. delegation ie
'Pins
dent's Letter of Commendation, a
lindted to official
'4 '
''
"'''
'
" '
•••
!
'
1,
be
;,i,'..
III
Purple Heart, and five other Bachelor of Science degree and a , invitation only and the entire fic). a COld and WAS
decorations.
and desiened to e!iiirch Sunday..
teacher's certificate. Some of the gram is art
to -t - -, -,., ,• ChapIn 1954 Mr. Ott entered Murray fraternities of which he is a mettle implement the aims and purposes
Some that called on. l''',:il C111:-1' ' '''''''
A-si,iiirel
,
iif Cost
State College as a freshman, ma- b r are Alpha Tao Omega, and of the United Spites cultural visi- ev in the Fulton ITQ.pi!al Sunny 1 t' r il :\;:iti'm;,!
.
Acc''''Is:
Yates.
i
Mrs.
Jela:
oring in Industrial Science. He Epsilon Pi Tau (an Honorary In- tation exchange .program and the
Mr. and
pri., t.. IlliiVi rIV, Iii ?I,'.i..3 fi.:1,1 in
left Murray in-1955 to work as an dustrial Arts Fraternity).
people -to people campaign.
Mr. nnri Mrs. But-nil I,0',.,ry. :Mel
:i,t, 161, Worley .V.":,' i•riq)!9y Atii.,
industrial employment designer.
Its purpcse is to promote un- anal Mrs. Roy Emerson. Mr, and
Mr. Ott expressed a liking for
,
cal by Holland, Sncad & Mourn
.
.
.
,.
i
.
He was later promoted to senior industry but he said that the derstanding between America and . .
,
ACCImntants, it:
designer. He worked for several teaching profession was much the people under Communist Oliver Taylor Paul is feeling l lion ling Green.
soon.
come
ter
and
hopes
to
home
industrial firms in Cincinnati, more challenging and satisfactory. domination, to tell the story of
Howard and his wife, Martine.
Mrs. Louis Jones and Bobby of
Ohio, and Dallas, Texas, doing His extra time is consumed by his Democracy to these people in face
are members .of the Hugh Point
parents,
Fulton
visited
her
near
preliminary research in the de- work which he makes his hobby. to face visitations and to -improve
Baptist Church.
sign of aircraft propulsion comMr. Ott is a sensitive person relations and feelings toward the Mr. and Mrs. A. A. McGuire of :Worley achieved the honored
ponents, both turbon and nuclear. who wants to help every student American people. The Kentucky Dukedom Thursday.
distinction of having passed the
Bro. N. .L. Crittenden filled Mai
He returned to Murray in 1958, to in any way he can. It is because delegates will receive a summarC. P. A. examination the first
industry in 1959, and back to Mur- of this and other traits, that he is ized glimpse into the different regular appointment at Bethlehem
time, He will `be among those reray in 1960, where he received a respected and liked by all of us. Ways the people of Communist Sunday. He had more than usual
ceiving the oath of the Kentucky
countries conduct their farming to hear him.
Certified Public Accountant in
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Boaz
House
were
activities, observe and compare
Louisville on Sept. 23 at the meetSunday
night
visitors
of
his
par7
methods and learn, first hand,
ing of the Kentucky Society of
something of the conditions that _ents, Mr. and Mrs. Clon .House.
Certifiint Public Accountants.
e,xiet behind the Iron Curtain.
MISSIONARIES HERE
Two missionaries from Chili,
Do you know• what beat can do
Mrs. Eliza de Elphick and Mrs. to a stain? After you've spilled
Ester Bosse], spoke at Vesper something on a fabric, don't preen
Service at First Methodist Churcli over it with an iron; heat win
There was a lot of talk going
"From The FHS Kennel"
Sunday at 5 p. m.
permanently Set a stain.
on at the City Hall in Union City
By Cleta Beres
From The 8. F. -Varlet Fleet"
last Saturday as some 47 youngA Debating Club is now in the
sters competed for 10 cash prizes
What part can business adminorganizational process at South
in The Union City Messenger, istration play in your
life? BusiFulton High School. It will be
Sponsored 4-H speech contest.
ness courses taken in high school
known as the SFHS Socratic DeWhen all the words had been can be of great help to you
in
bating Society. Principal Lester
spoken and the judges had ren- many ways after you
graduate.
Betty is the club'S.Tp`oor and addered their decisions, four win- Every man and woman
at some
ners had been named, a boy and time can use business administra- visor. Membirs are as follows:
A satisfied customer is our
Patricia White, Mary Cashion,
a girl in the junior and senior di- tion. At some time during
best testimonial. That to
your
Lee Cantrell, Joan Fuller, Linda
visions.
Rhy we give you fast, sendlifetime you will have to use the
Heading up the junior division fundamentals of business at home. Thorpe, Carrol Schrader, Marty
rot. technical service and
Warren, John Burrow, Jerry Mac
were: Jan Bell, daughter of Mr. It may only be to make out
low rates on TV repairs. It
a budand Mrs. Eddie Bell of South get but you still have to have Weeks, Mike Faulkner, Gene
sill adds-up to Saring You
Fulton, and Roger Alexander, some knowledge of business before Hardy, Larry Wade, Greg St.
menev!
son of Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Alex- you can make one out. If you John, Harold Arnold, and Russell
Bunch,
ander of Rives.
have taken business courses in
The top seniors turned out to high school and plan
to work your
be Mary Ann Roberts, daughter way through
college you will find
EXPLORERS FIGHT FIRE
of Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Roberts of
these courses to come in very
Obion, and Jim Sowell, son of handy to find a
The Explorer Scouts of Post 43
part time job.
Mr. and Mrs. T. C. Sowell of
brush fire
Why should anyone choose busi- helped to fight the
Woodland. First piece winners rewhich destroyed 600 acres on
Phone 307
30C Main Street
ceived $6 each. Also receiving ness administration as a career? Tuesday, February 13.
cash awards were the four second Business administration is just as
place winners, $4 each, and the important as any other career. It
four third place winners, $2 each. has been proved that it takes
In the junior girls division,
Bonita Burrow of South Fulton
Many Awards Presented
was third.

Business Courses
Aid To Students
After Graduation

ITS HERE
The Sensational New Invention
Sutherland's "MD" Trues
No Belts — No Straps —
No Odors
Approved by Doctors — The
World's Most Comfortable
Tnas
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Mr. Ott, New Industrial Arts Teacher,
Has An Interesting Life History _

Principal Organizes
SFHS Debating Team

SERVICE
REPAIR

Roper Television

Money Received By The
10th
Bears Interest
From The
1st.

GLENN, KY. COLONEL

SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
OF FULTON

American astronaut John H.
Glenn, Jr. has become the first
Kentucky Colonel ever commissioned while in orbit around the
earth. Gov. Bert Combs signed the
commission while Glenn was on
his historic space flight. Glenn
also holds a lieutenant colonel's
commission in the U. S. Marine
Corps.

At January Assembly
•
given

at
Several awards were
the assembly program on Wednesday, January 17.
Coach Caddas presented gold
footballs to Kenneth Bradley,
Butch Sandling, Ladd Stokes, and
Bill Leneave.
Mrs. DeMyer then announced
the winner of the Betty Crocker
Test. Linda Whitnel received this
award and
heart-shaped pin.
Linda's test 'sill be entered in the
state contest, and she will have a
chance at a scholarship.
Next, Ladd Stokes, captain of
the basketball team, presented
Mr. Martin with the runner-up
trophy from the 1961-62 Mayfield
Christmas Invitational Tournament. This will be placed in the
trophy case in rememberance of
the fine work done by this year's
basketball b

Mow Fakon Ranchero looks
and rides like a Falcon car—
loves like • Falcon, tool
6-ft. box_

Ford Econollne Pickup can save
1100 en gas. oil and tires in a
16.000 mileyear over older con•
Ventional YvtOnners1 a „aaa

Eeosofinst Van is priced well below any per- '1,
Conventional panel. Yet it offers more loaf
4204 cu. M), double doors rear and curusido.

Ford for '62 has Amer i a's
• most complete pickup hoe.
Three difterent kinds Of
pickups1

New Big Sl engine for Ford Mediums viva, you
more heavy .futy features than any other but tie
size. Long term dependability. low procel

New '62 Styleialds
-features imie,
wheelbase, Smoother
sombriging for new .
_pickup mill% ease.

Compact, p,:rfectly balanced;
easy to carry, easy to use on
farm, campsite, ranch or woodlot!

BETTER BISCUITS
eivig time!

RANCH
HOUSE
FLOUR

See us now, for
Full-Time Economy
that only starts with
Ford's low price!

LAKE STREET, EXTENDED

See them now—new Ford
Trucks for 1962 over 600
models' strong! Save now,
and from now on!
Save on gas with Ford's
modern engines. Save on
oil—go 4,000 miles between
oil changes. Saye on tires

FULTON, KY.

with Ford's rugged truck
suspension that keeps front
tires tracking true. Come in
and see how- you can save
... full time!

PHONE 42

If You're Interested in an A-I Used Car or Truck—Be Sure to See Your Ford Dealer

The Fulton News, Thursday, March 8, 1962
ONE PERSON—

HOSPITAL NEWS
The following persons, were
patients in, the local hospitals
Wednesday morning.
FULTON HOSPITAL

v.

Lewis Burke, Fulton, Route 3;
Paulette Curlin, Clinton; Debra
Curlin, Clinton; Mrs. Alonzo Rogers, Fulton; Mrs. Avery McIntyre,
South Fulton; A. T. Watts, Union
City, Route 4; Earl Roberts, Clinton; Mrs. Earl Roberts, Clinton;
Mrs. Jessie Jojmer, Fulton, Route
4: Jim Ross. Cayce; Mrs. Effie
li.gers, Cayce; Richard Rose,
Dukedom; J. N. Wooten, Fulton;
.1. B. Norm.dn, Water Valley, Route
2; Mrs. Fred O'Neal, Clinton,
Route 1; J. R. Reese, Clinton: W.
W. Koonce, Wingo; Earl Binford,
Fulton; Mrs. Wayne Latta. Wingo;
Essie Bransford, Fulton; S. B.
Petty, Fancy Farm; Mrs. C. L.
Newton, Fulton, Route 1; Mrs.
Guy Irby, Fulton; Mrs. Carrie
Puckett, Wingo; Mrs. Ellis McCord, Hickman, Route 4; Mrs. E.
E. Huffman, Fulton; James Meacham, Fulton; Tully Carpenter,
Fulton; E. 0. Berry, Fulton; Mace
McDade, Fulton; Howard CrutchFulton:. William Kennedy,
Fulton; Mrs. Annie Mae Hardy,
Union City, Route 4: and Nathan
Coolen, Wingo, Route 2.

Lb. 47c
'14/hole Loin
7-Rib
Lb 43c
Half
Lb. 53c
Loin Half
END
39e.7,:1 °' Lb. 65c(LOI N
Chops

Bill Gray Named
Kentucky Colonel

kv

4- PIECE PLACE SETTING

I

SUPER RIGHT
Thick
Thi,

55 2 95 ,
Sliced
Lb.Pkg.

Sliced

lb.

WHOLE

ALL GOOD

Leg O'La mb

Lb
Box

POTATOES

Fish and Seafood

10 59(

RHO BA HU

Pie( )

650

4Bunches 19

FISH STICKS
Cal3'n John
10-0..$ 00
eji Pkgs. I
Heat 'n Eat

8 49c
'or

15c
OFF
DEAL

82`

SHORTENING DEXO 3 Lb. Mc
Reg•
Price
29e

With 16-0z.
Coupon Box 241C

(Reg)
With
Save
Price Coupon
Sc
33c
Reg.
)
With
Price
Coupon
63c

2 58c
20-0e.

244
- Camay
1c
3
Dash
Breit
Ivory .,.:10W1234•°z.
pkg. •
lest
- Soap :7: 2 0- 41(
Clorox Bleach •Plastic Bottle 21c
Faultless Starch 2 31c
Scott Tissue E.4 53c
Tomato Sauce...3 32c
Imperial Margarine:18c
Reg )
With
Bath
Price
Coupon2 Bars
2 for 29c

Save
(
:
rl:
e e
Sc

39c

With
Coupon

25-0z.
Box

Lg. 30
171i-Oe.
Pkg.

Detergent

La.

A&P COUPON
ONE 4 PIECE PLACE SETTING OF

CURRIER & IVES

PRINT DINNERWARE
Only 99c With This Cosa

COUPON GOOD MAR.8 THRU MAR.17
NO PURCHASE REQUIRED
REDEEMABLE AT A&P FOOD STORE IN
FULTON, T.

Freiniuni
Saltines

9-Lb.
Box

29°

MACS
Barbecue
Popt
rk 790

89.

SCOTT TISSUE

NAPKINS

27°

1
6'
For "

YOUR
CHOICE

LESSER QUANTITIES SOLD
AT REGULAR RETAILS '
•

1-LB.
BAG

Save 6c

(:,IFTV21,511

REYNOLDS
WRAP...

25-FT.
)

63c

ROLL

31c

7c OFF PACK

CIGARETTES
Reg. $2.16 Ctn.
Filter $2.29 Ctn.

SPRY
SHORTENING

IONA PEAS
Pork and Beans
Iona Green Beans
10c CAN

3cLA,79

PUFFIN BISCUITS-1
READY
TO
BAKE

2 'a' 35c
oBO

6

CANS
OF 10

Prices In This Ad Effective Thru Sat., March 10
THE GREAT ATLANTIC & PACIFIC TEA COMPANY, INC

rood.
SMIRKS'S CIPINDA131.1 (DOD MIRCHAN1 SINCI 1859

Cut Rite
Wax Paper

Scott
Towels
:or Colors

Scotkins

it°11.

PEACHES

OR SEEDED

HOUSEHOLD FOIL

Ilset
pt.

Soft-Weve

2

IONA-16-0Z. CAN

Giant
Pkg.

Nabisco
Crackers

PILLSBURY FLAKY ef

LB.
BAG
14c
Save
Sa

Rolls

Clip and Save!

MARGARINE

35C

Pkgs.

22-0z.
Bottle 58C

KETCHUP
NUTLEY-1-LB. CTN

3 155 49c

EIGHT O'CLOCK

Save(

39c
39c

Pkg

MAXWELL HOUSE
6-0Z. CAN
INSTANT
COFFEE

ANN PAGE-14-0Z Bo I f LE

BISCUITS

Donuts

WEEK-END COFFEE SALE! MILD, MELLOW

oy save

Mix or Match Sale

GLAZED (Save Sc)

PLAIN

Lb 19c

89c La mb Stew

89c R yeBread 17c
I
LbE1O
SW„-lceonsin Save
49c
10c
Mild Cheese Cheddar

Family
Pack

GRAPEFRUIT

S5cave

Pk g
of 8

Buns

FISH PORTIONS -

FLORIDA PINK

Spic &Span
Oxydol

Ea

HOT CROSS

FRESH

GREEN ONIONS

Lb

Jane Porker Baked Goods

COD-.or PERCH FILLETS
C Lb.
$165
Lb
(Frozen) UP Box I

•

59c Shoulder Roast Lb. 35c
BREAST OR NECK

'ix 45c 2 89c Chops( lbL°';;C
MAKE Ad,..), yOUR LENTEN
HEADQUARTERS FOR

Lb
Bag

Lb

RIB

Fruits and Vegetables
IDAHO

3,

SUPER RIGHT LAMB SALE!
SUPER RIGHT SQUARE Cu)

SLICED BACON SALE!

Quart

Clip and Save!

Cut

45c) Lb.

Whitesell Named
To Slate Position

Hunter Whitsell,
of Fulton
County. was named attorney for
the Department of Finance Friday
by Commissioner Robert Matthews Jr. •
Whitsell, 32, succeeds William
L. Brooks. who resigned.
A former law clerk to Apellate
JONES HOSPITAL
Judge Mortis Montgomery, WhiteMes. W. E. Chambers. Dukedom, sell has been serving for the last
''is. Ida Craig. Fulton,'Mrs. Lee :3 1-2 years as an attorney on the
Ella Jonakin, Fulton, Jess Wooten, legal staff of the Deparipient of
Water Valley, Mrs. Ada Herrin, Revenue. .
Fulton, Mrs. J. W. McKinney, FulIle is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
ler!. J. A. Brundige, Palmersville, Ilunter-Whitsell. Sr. of Fniton.
Warren Bard, Route 1, WaHe has a Bachelor of Arts deter Valley. Mrt. C. C. Croft, Ful- gree from Vanderbilt University
ten. Mrs. Guy Perry and baby, and a Bachelor of Laws degree
Fulton,Mrs- D. A. Schwartz, Co- from the University of ,Kentucky
l:n-613ns, 'Mrs. E. II. Knighton, Cr/liege of Law.
; where he was
Filton, Mrs. John Farabough, graduated in 1957.
Fulton, Route 5, Mrs,V. R. Odom,
Whitesell was born in Union
Owensboro.
I City, Tenn.. but his parents are
long-time residents of Fulton
County, and he received his public
HILL VIEW HOSPITAL
school education in Fulton City
Tom Sams, Route 1, Fulton,, Schools. He married the former
'Jr& Newel Newton, Water Val- Miss Eugenie Baird of Bowling
ley, Mrs. Lessie Lewis, Route 1, I Green and they are the parents of
Fulton, Mrs. Ben Reed, Route 4, two sons.
Dresden, Mrs. Nettie Miller, Fulton, M. A. Atkinson, Martin, Mrs. AWARDS—
Robert Sullivan, Route 4, Fulton,
(Continued from pave one)
William Keistler, Fulton, Sammy Award. He was presented by John
Wilson, South Fulton, J. E. Ben- P. Wilson, Jackson Purchase Pronett Fulton, Mrs. Tommy Forbus duction Credit Association.
and baby, Union City, Mrs. ThomStanley Jeffress and Lynn Wilas Gargus and baby, Water Val- liams, 4-H Club Water Manageley, Route 1.
ment team, was presented.by .The
ajlirector of the City National Bank.
Carl Mikel, Parnell Garrigan
and Henry Maddox were recognized as 4-H Club leaders by Elmer
Hixson, president of the Fulton
- 'Rusty 4-H Club
Council.
Bill Gray, popular South Fulton
Cooper Watts was named the
auctioneer, and real estate agent, outstanding Fulton County High
has been commissioned a Ken- School Senior in
Agriculture. He
tucky Colonel by Governor Bert was presented by Roy Bard,
Combs. The commission was pre- Chairman of the Fulton ASC
sented'to Mr. Gray by Mrs. Paul County Committee.
Westpheling.
Lynn Majors and Bill Maddox
Mr. Gray has been active with weer recognized as Fulton Counthe Radio Polio Auction here for ty Beef Champions by
Robert
the past several years.
Summers, Superintendent of Fulton County Schools and Mansfield
Martin. 'Principal of Fulton City
WFUL Is Radio Active
schools introduced the County
Soil Conservation Essay Awards
the winners being, first, Lynn
Williamson, second. Jean Warren
144-4N}", AASK ABOUT
John Watts, County '
'PLEASAMT
FROM TH.
recognized the guests present, and
the benediction Was given by the
( ITV DR
r0.
IZev. Truett Miller.

FtT:1

PORK LOIN MASI

Bradley was a Junior at Fulton
County High. His body was taken
to Hopkins and Brown Funreal
Home at Clinton.
Services were held Ttiesday at
the Crutchfield Baptist Church.
Little is also a student at Fulton
County High at Hickman.
The two boys were in a pickup
truck headed south at the time of
the accident. According to Dennis
Smith, Kentucky Highway Patrolman, who investigated the accident, the driver of the truck, Billie Little, lest control Of the vehicle and hit the car driven by
Moss almost headon.
The Moss car was headed north
at the time of the accident. Patrolman Smith said that the Calhoun woman was the grandmother
of the children in the car. He
didn't know the relationship of
the others in the car.
Both vehicles were badly damaged.

2

Rolls

41]

Scotties
2 of'200" 27c
2=49c

1

125 FL
Roll

29,

Strietmann
Drop Cookies
Cocoanut
Cbooeiste

18-02. Aso

eau it

A&P 46-oz. Can
PINEAPP-G'FRUIT
DRINK
4 FOR __ 95c
Aristocrat
CRACKERS
1-Lb. __ 21c
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Support Your Champions!
FULTON

Support Your Champions!
SOUTH FULTON

BULLDOGS

RED DEVILS

1st.Regional Basketball Tournament

Tenn. State Basketball Tournament

MURRAY, KENTUCKY, March 7-10

NASHVILLE, TENN., March 12 - 17

1. Reidland Vs. Calloway County

MONDAY, March 12

OBION COUNTY CENTRAL VS.
the second-best winner of Region 6

Wednesday 7: pm

2. Mayfield Vs. Murray
Wednesday 8:30 pm

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 14

SOUTH FULTON VS.
winner of Regions 3 and 8 game played Monday
(2:30 P. M.)

3. Fulton City Vs. Lowes
Thursday 7: pm

4. Tilghman Vs.Fulton County

IF SOUTH FULTON WINS ITS FIRST GAME
it will play a quarter-final game THURSDAY
EVENING at 7:30 P. M.

Thursday 8:30 pm

5. Winner Game 1 Vs. Winner Game 2
Friday 7: pm

IF SOUTH FULTON WINS ITS QUARTERFINAL GAME, it will play a semi-final game
Friday night at 8:30 P. M.

6. Winner Game 3Vs.Winner Game 4
Friday 8:30 pm

IF SOUTH FULTON WINS ITS SEMI-FINAL
GAME,if will play in the finals Saturday night

(FINALS)
7. Winner Game 5 Vs.Winner Game6

at 8:30 P. M.

Saturday night

All Games at the Vanderbilt Field House, Nashville.
The Red Devils will stay at the Noel Hotel, arriving
Monday.

Follow The Fulton Bulldogs
FOLLOW THE SOUTH FULTON RED DEVILS

as they play this week in the
FIRST REGIONAL TOURNAMENT

as they play next week in the
TENNESSEE STATE TOURNAMENT

At Murray, Kentucky

at Nashville, Tennessee
-

•••••••....

This Page Sponsored By The Following Public - Spirited Friends
••••••••10...

Roper Television
306 Main Street

Phone 307

Jackson Bros. Funeral Home
Dukedom, Tennessee

Wood & Pruitt Television
300 Walnut St.

Phone 211

Bennett's Drug Store
211 Main Street

Phone 11

4I••

Hornbeak Funeral Home

Little Castle Cafe
210 Fourth St.

Mac 81 Fay Flower Shop
South Fulton

Phone 49

King Motor Company, Inc.
West State Line

Phone 7

Phone 9156

Phone 1267

Joy Lynn Flowers & Gifts
We have a new line of "Top 40" records
308 Walnut St.
Phone 260

IS

Fulton

Colley's Cabinet, Upholstery Shop
It'way, South Fulton
The Little Red House"
Antiques, draperies, upholstery, auto seat corers

Ralph Puckett, Distributor
DX-Sunray Oil Co.; Firtone Tires, Delco batteries
Tennessee and Kentucky Farm delivery.

Phone 172

24-Hr. service

Evans Drug Store
216 Lake St.

Phone 95

Kentucky Motor Company
210 East State Line

Phone 1005

Fulton Bank
Fulton

Phone 2

Pepsi-Cola Bottling Co.

By-Pass, Highlands

Phone 194

Whitnel Funeral Home

Always Dependable and efficient

Phone 88

Page 6
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ROCK SPRING NEWS% • AUSTIN SPRINGS
By Nettie Lee Copelen

Mrs. Carey Frields •

Rev. James Holt filled his reguLee Snow visited Joe Snow for
lar appointment at New Salem
awhile Thursday morning.
Mr. and Mrs. William Connes Baptist Church this past Sunday
and son, spent the weekend with at 11 a. m. and the evening serhis parents, Mr. and Mrs. Floyd vice held at the usual hour. The
aptist Training Union meets prior
Conner.
evening worship.
Mr. and Mrs. David Speed "of to the
The entire community was sadUnion City were „Saturday night
dened when the word was renipper guests of Mr. and Mrs. Elceived of the death of Mr. Ervie
moore Copelen and family.
Jones this past• Friday afternoon
Mr. J. B. Sanders visited Mr. at Jones Clinic in Fulton, after
- ind Mrs. Max Veatch for awhile several weeks' illness, following
Saturday night.
some complk•ations.•
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Green and
Mr. Jones is survived by his
Mrs. Wilbur --spent Sunday with companion, a son, Noble Jones and
Mr. and Mrs. Elmoore Copelen.
five grandchildren, a brother, Mr.
Martha Kay Copelen visited Wess Jones, two sisters, Mrs. Faye
Mice Fields for awhile Sunday Henderson and Mrs. Athel Frields,
ifternorm.
a number of nieces and nephews.
Meadows visited John
Mr. Jones was a meniber of New
ianders a few days last week.
Salem Baptist Church. where.funAl.ry - Jo Holly spent the week- ( ral services were held at 2 p. m.
nd with Martha Kay and Frances Sunday. The Rev. James Holt. pasThir ie copelen.
tor, officiated, with burial in
Fairview Cemetery. Deep syrnpa'thy is extended to all bereaved
RECEIVES PHD DEGREE
CRANMER'S COMPUTER, an abacus-like device which
ones..
may simplify teaching of arithmetic to the blind, is demonMr. Buton Lassiter is building
Iliad unhand, son of Mr. and
strated by its developer, 'I'. V. Crannies.. director of the
'.irs. W. L. Holland of Fulton. re- a tobacco barn on his farm on
Kentucky Department of Education's Division of Services
eived his PhD degree from the Palmersville and Austin' Springs
r, blind himself, based the design of
to the Blind. Cr
Tniversity of Kentucky last Wk ek. , road. Work has been halted due to
his computer on the Japanese abacus. Sample computers
are being made at the American Printing iiouse for the
Ile received his degree in the field extreme cold weather last week.
Blind, Louisville, for use in a pilot project to prove its
News reached here of the death
if chemical engineering and meworth. If the device meets expectations, the non-profit
allures. He is with the reesarch of Mr. Porter Farmer, which ocPrinting House for the Blind will launch full-scale produclepartment of Sandia Corporation, curred in St. Louis, Mo., this past
tion.
I division of American Telephone week and the relatives of Mr. Far,nd Telegraph, at Albuquerue, N. mer who reside near here left
Thursday morning to attend the
.T.
funeral and burial, which took
place there. Relatives attending
complete Clue
were Mr. and Mrs. Grover True,
•rlaerno. Aid Batteries Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Darnell. Mr.
Orian Winstead, manager of the gasoline version of the 47-hp InBruce Vincent, and Mrs. Robert
Rickman. Profound 'sympathy is Paul Nailling Implement Com- ternational T-340 and TD-340 "A"
OW ill r1111“, of he•iring aids!
Visit our Hearing Aid Departextended to the entire family pany, of Fulton has recently re- series crawler tractors; a complete
hens ot VCIllf Hr.! nowrtunity
from all friends,. around this sec- turned from a two-day sales new line of farm and industrial
meeting in Chicago where he wit- loaders; and, two big-capacity
tion.
;
The extreme cold, wintery, wea- nessed a presentation of new pro- field' harvesters, the No. 16 and
-"
T-Sf DRUG CO.
ducts just intioduced by Inter- the No. 50, the latter a two-row
Phone 711. ther that hit this locality last national Harvester Company.for harvesting unit that can chop a
OP 1 ake Street
Thursday, March 1, is holding up
record 65.tons per hour in corn
all farm work. Several acres of 1962.
Among the new tractors shown silage.
lespedeza is yet to be sown, howThree new combines were highever the task of burning tobacco at the Chicago meeting in the 35beds is over, and now some much hp class were the "404 series" of lighted in the second day presenwanted spring-like weather would Farmall and International tractors tation of the two-day sales meetand the International B-414, the ing. They were the 65-hp McCorbe ideal for everyone.
All you readers of these items latter available in gasoline or die- mick International 303 in the 10
will you continue to feed our sel engine models. The'404 series" to 14-foot size, which replaces the
feathered friends. This writer will replaces the 240 and 340 series, 101; the 90-hp McCormick Interpass along that the cardinals are while the B-414 replaces the B- national 403 in 12 to 16-foot size,
my favorites, but you may expect 275. Also included in this grouping which supplants the 151; and the
all species when feed is available was the "504 series" of Farmall 160-hp McCormick International
and International tractors in the 503 in 12 to 20-foot size, which
at all times.
displaces the 181. Replete with a
45-hp class, a new power size.
Featuring new speeds, hydrau- new low silhouette, bigger grain
lics, and operator comfort, all of tanks and greater, operating ease,
TO HELP PROTECT
these tractors have a new three- these new units offer exclusive
TH1 "PRIME OF LIFE"
point hitch with position and draft full-width thrashing.
control to automatically transfer
Approximately 5,000 dealers atYou',,e been hoping for a forweight for increased traction, tended the Chicago meeting, which
mula like this — with extra pa
Fulton -city Schools were empti- man:Jain uniform draft load in was segmented into five
tem:), to support a positive sense
two-day
ed in record time recently in the
Of well-being and mental alertvarying soils, and maintain con- showings.
ness. It pray/Ides important lipomost recent of regularly-scheduled
stant depth. in uneven terrain.
tropes, as well as the more consfire drills.
Other machines presented at the
piece vitamin-mineral protection
SCOUT BOARD MEETS
Terry
-Norman
School
reqUirvel
desirable for the mature adult.
meeting included the International
only 25 to 30 seconds to clear af3414
meeting of the executive
loader-traetensi
A
A
new
concept
ter the alarm was sounded; Carr
of integral tftetc)r and loader com- board of the Four Rivers Boys
elementary and Fulton High each
large two-floor buildings, School bination in the low-price field; a Scout Council met Monday night
new line of industrial tractors in at 7:30 p. m. at the REA facility,
were, clocked at 1 1-2 minutes
three power sizes; a diesel and Mayfield.
each.
Fire Chief Nemo Williams and
City manager Baxter praised the
control of the teachers and the
at,
of the pupils during the
408 Lake Phones 70-428 conduct
criicuation exercises.

Winstead Views New International Harvester
1962 Lineup at Recent Chicago Meeting

I

Fire Drills Held
Al Local Schools

GERIATRIC
capsules

Clean-Up Week
Set For April 28
Through May 5
Plans are being made for a gigantic Clean-Up, Paint-Up and
Fix-Up Campaign in the twin
cities during the week of April 28
through May 5, according to the
Beautification Committee of the
Twin Cities Developrr-iit Association.
Mrs. W. F. Stewart
chairman
and Frank LeMaster, co-chairman
of the group.
Plans call for a big parade on
Saturday, April 28 to kick-off.the
week-long activities. Frank LeMaster is the parade chairman.
Sunday, April 29, will be Church
Cooperation Day with the Rev.
Truett Miller as chairman and
Monday, April 30 will be Safety
and Fire Prevention Day. Dr. J. L.
Jones will head the committee in
charge of this day's activities.
Mrs. Arch Huddlesten has been
named chairman of the Landscape
and Planting Day.
Industrial Day activities will be
under the direction of Joe Treas
and the city government coordinators will be Mayors Milton
Counce and Gilbert DeMyer. Foad
Homra will head the alleys committee and Mrs. Robert Rudolph
has charge of the Health and
Sanitation Day.
Rural Beautification will be
planned with Mrs. Carl Puckett,
Sr., and Mrs. Charles Moon as cochairmen. Wendal Butts will have
charge of the retail committee.
Publicity will be handled by
Mrs. W. C. Jacobs and Mrs. Rex
Huddle.
The YMBC will serve as the
stunt committee and the Jaycees
will have charge of the special
projects.
President of the local P-TA
groups will serve as the contest
committee to promote Clean-Up
campaigns in the city schools
On Saturday, May 5, CheckUp and Tour Day will be observed with members of the committees touring the twin cities to note
the improvements made.

14:111:13141
ASK ABOUT NIPHRON INHALANT, A
PLEASANT AND PROMPT RELIEF EVEN
FROM THE MOST DISTRESSING
SYMPTOMS

Around and About
Our Town

I

4kWALKER
2

:2c REWARD!
Enjoy the true
bourbon taste
of
Hiram Walker's

Dewey Johnsor
All types of Insurance

SAVE ! GET our
PACKAGE DEAL

TEN HIGH!

WADCEI,
CrAr
UN mos
...AZ=V.
MOOSILUI

"Covering everything"
Fulton, Ky.
Phone 458
422 Lake St,

CITY DRUG CO.

../ROMMEMP

—SEE—

ATKINS, REAMS and TAYLOR
FOR YOUR

FARM AND AUTO INSURANCE
* FARMER'S LIABILITY COVERAGE
• FARM LOANS
OFFICE PHONE 5

gl•ne Council on Route, Union
City.
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Austin and
Miss Ludene Rushing visited his
aunt, Mrs. Sarah Glover who lives
with her son, Glover at Dresden.
Miss Marene Allen of Harris
By Ruby Neialer
was a recent visitor of Mr. and
Mrs. H. E. Shupe.
A cheery good morning to everyMr. and Mrs. Billie Mott Jones
one. We are very proud of the red and two sons visited his parents,
caboose located on Lake Street Mr. and Mrs. B. B. Jones last
now in operations as our informa- weekend. They returned to their
tion center. Know the inside is home in Memphis Sunday
afterlovely. If you haven't done so noon.
drop by and look it over. We are
We are so sOrry to report Mrs.
hoping it will be a great help to H. C. Cashon as being
ill. Hurry
our tourists passing through. Con- and get well, Mrs. Cashion.
gratulations, to the ones who were
Sorry Mrs. C. L.. Newton is in
responsible for this.
'Fulton Hospital. Hurry and get
congratulate
Mrs.
Mr. and
We
wlel and come home Mrs. Newtbn.
Gene Gardner on the birth of
Glad Miss Lithan Kennedy is
their lovely little daughter, Marla.- doing nicely . in the Fulton HosMr.and Mrs. Hays Bryant quiet- -pital.
Mrs. Ben Faulkner underwent
ly celebrated their thirty-first
wedding anniversary the twenty- surgery in the Union City hospital
third of February. Have many last week. She is doing nicely.
All for now. See you soon.
more anniversaries.
Mrs. B. B. Long, who lives at
305 Arch, was made very happy
BREAK-IN HERE
when her ion, Staff Sesgeant Max
Long of Steward Air Force Base
Robertson's Gulf Station on
near Nashville, spent last week- Valley and Eddings was broken
end with her. He returned to into last Wednesdax night. Thieves
Nashville on Sunday to return to entered by breaking out the glass
in a side window. A small amount
his base.
Mrs Westphelling, we sure miss of money was taken from the cigyou on the Livewire. Please come arette machine and core box, and
back to us. You were always so both were damaged. Also a box
considerate and in sympathy with of tools, valued at about $60 was
each of us. I know we tried your stolen.
patience but we love you. Won't
you come back, Jo—please do.
Horne-Town Parer ... The News
Your correspondent had several
visitors last week.
We are watching-with great interest as Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey Accurate
Taylor are beginning the building
WORKMANSHIP
of their new home on the corner
At Low Cost
of Arch and Norman.
We extend our heartfelt symWatches, Clocks and Time
pathy and prayers to Mrs. George
Pieces of All Kinds AccuNewbill in the passing of her husrately Repaired at Low Cost
band last Thursday night.
by—
Mrs. C. Lynch visited her broANDREWS
ther, J. W. Dunn and Mrs. Dunn
in Union City last Sunday. She
Jewelry
Company
also visit her sister, Mrs. Eu-

208 MAIN STREET

FULTON, KENTUCKY

CUR

HIRAM WALKER & SONS, INC., PEORIA, ILL • 86 PROOF

Look to Standard Oil for new
to take better care of
your car. Look to Standard
Oil for new ways to take better care of your car. Look to
Standard Oil for new ways to
take better care of your car.
Look to Standard Oil for new
ways to take better care of
your car. Look to Standard Oil
for new ways to take better
care of your car. Look to
Standard Oil for new ways to
take better care of your car.
Look to Standard Oil for new
ways to take better care of
your car. Look to Standard Oil
for new ways to take better take better care of your car. your car. Look to Standard Oil
care of your car. Look to Look to Standard Oil for new for new ways to take better
Standard Oil for new ways to'ways to take better care of care of your ear. Look to

ways

.16

Right! New RPM deposit-free motor oils
give thousands of extra miles without
engine overhaul!
New from Standard—RPM motor oils
with a revolutionary ashless detergent that
halts engine wear. It leaves no ash-deposits
. . . keeps combustion chambers so clean,
moving parts so free of thick, sticky sludge
that your engine can now outlast the life of
your car! Result: you can save hundreds of
dollars in overhaul costs, and get cleaner,
smoother engine performance.

OLD
WALKERS
DELUXE
The elegant straight bourbon that's
aged twice as long as a lot of others.
Enjoy extra years of mellowness

WALKER
soattansotsso."'''''

at no extra cost.

STUXIII MOON 8101511 • I RAE OLD • UI PUP
NMI 88118 1 MI6 MC., KIMA,10.116

STANDARD
STANDARD OIL COMPANY (KENTUCKY)

Choose from the only complete line of deposit-free motor oils: Unsurpassed
RPM Supreme ... an all-season multigrade oil that cuts friction so effectively it can save up to 1 gallon of gasoline in every 8 you use. Or new ,
RPM Special ... the only single grade deposit-free oil available.
See your local Standard Oil dealer and get the full story on how RPM,
motor oils can give you thousands of extra miles without overhaul!
E. J. McCOLLUM, AGENT

Fulton, Ky.
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Wingo Physician
57 Years, Dies

George Newbill

Dr. Stanley Mullins, 80, a WinGeorge Thomas Newbill, 80, go physician for 57 years, died
South Fulton resident and retired Sunday at 6 p. m. at the horns' of
grocer, died at 7:15 p. m. Thurs- his daughter, Mrs. Harry Dix,
day after a short illness.
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Funeral services were held at
Dr. Mullins retired from the
2 p. m. Saturday at Fulton First practice of medicine last year and
Baptist Church, of which he was went to Brooklyn to make his
a member. The services were con- home with his daughter.
ducted by the Rev. Truett Miller
A native of Wingo, Dr. Mullins
and the Rev. John Laida and buri- was the son of the late D. W., and
al was in Mt. Zion Cemetery.
Susan Ella Lain Mullins. Besides
Mr. Newbill leaves his wife, his daughter in Brooklyn he
Mrs. Bertie Grove Newbill; a dau- leaves a brother, Grant Mullins,
ghter, Mrs. Eugene Bynum of Ful- two sisters, Mrs. Will Young and
ton a brother, Herman Newbill of Miss Beulah Mullins, all of Wingo,
St. Louis; three grandchildren and and a grandson, Stephen Dix. His
three great-grandchildren.
wife, Mrs. Laura Jones Mullins
Whitnel Funeral Home was in died two years ago.
charge of arrangements.
Widely-known and highly-respected throughout this community, Dr. Mullins was honored several years ago by the citizens of
Wingo and the community on the
Mrs. Susan Emma Allison, 86, 50th anniversary of his medical
died at 2:20 p. m. Friday at Jones practice in Wingo.
Hospital. She had been a patient
Just after the turn of the centhere since suffering a stroke Fri- tury when an Illinois Central pasday week.
senger train was involved in a
Funeral services were held at wreck near Water Valley, Dr. Mul2 p. m. Sunday at Whitnel Fun- lins was the first physician on the
eral Home. Burial was in Little scene and rendered heroic service
Obion Cemetery.
in caring for the injured until
Mrs. Allison is survived by four other doctors arrived on the scene
daughters, Mrs. Lela Mae Nall, to assist him. The wreck occurred
Manhattan Beach, Calif., Mrs. E. in a four-foot snowfall and severH. Knighton, Fulton, Mrs. Charles al persons were killed and scores
G. Farrell, Lexington and Mrs. injured.
Val R. Odom, Owensboro; two
For his services at the wreck he
sons, Harry V. and John Ray Al- was cited by the president of the
lison, Fulton; a sister, Mrs. Alma Illinois Central.
McAlister, Mayfield; 11 grandThe body was returned to the
children and 11 great-grandchild- Hopkins and Brown Tuneral Home
ren.
in Wingo.
• Mrs. Allison was a native of
Graves County and a member of
UK.SETS PRESS CLINIC
the Pryorsburg Baptist Church.
High school newspaper and
yearbook staffers will get professional advice on how to spruce up
their publications at a Kentucky
Services for the infant daugh- High School
Press Association
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas H. clinic set
for March 9 at the UniGargus of Water Valley, Route, versity
of Kentucky. Members of
were held at 2 p. m. Monday at the
UK School of Journalism
the Whitnel Funeral Home here. faculty
and other professional
The Rev. Otis Shultz of Water
journalists will instruct the prep
Valley officiated. Burial was in schoolers
in techniques of writing,
Little Obion Cemetery.
interviewing, typography, layout
The infant, a twin, was born at and
photography. As part of the
6:30 p. m. Saturday and died at
clinic, high school newspapers and
3:30 a. m. Sunday. Her twin broyearbooks will be given free
ther is getting along fine.
evaluation.
Besides the parents and brother,
survivors include the grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas E.
Gargus of Water Valley, Route 1,
OPEN - 6:45 — PHONE 12
and Mr. and Mrs. Leon E. Hopkins
of Clinton, Route 4.

Mrs.Emma Allison

tation on
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Get a LION'S Share of
100 FREE
Quality Stamps
With The Purchase
New Lotion Formula

BAN
Economy

Size
Roll on - Deodorant

100 FREE
Quality Stamps
CREAST

Ervie Jones

VALUES—high quality foods at low, low prices. Discover what the
UPROAR'S all about. Shop E. W. JAMES & SON today—and take
home a lion's share of savings!

TOOTHPASTE
Family - Size

SWIFT - HOT

TAMALES . . . 5 for $1.00
PEACHES Freestone 5 Cans $1.00
CAN BISCUITS . 12 Cans $1.00
TOM
STEELE'SATO CATSUP 5 Bottles $1.00
VHITE - HOMINY 11 Cans $1.00
SPAGHETTI 300 size 11 Cans $1.00
PORK &BE
o ANS 300 size 11 cans $1.00
CHILI-CON-CARNE 5 cans $1.00
MEAT PIES . . . 5 for $1.08
It NI I

040'
•

TOMATO
JUICE

6

4"3 '

25'

so
ra
id
1200
STAMPS
FILLS A
QUALITY
BOOK

HD or P11.1.sBURY

STOKEIN'S 11 07 BOTTLE

SHOW 150 AT

DIXIE CHEF

PORK LE1
6
41HOPS

MAXWELL-HOUSE
FOLGERS
CAN

woossfir--....anawswear•
This ad good through
Wednesday. Mar. 14,

THIS IS IT, CATS!

COFFEE

,
49

1962.
We reserve the right to
limit

quantity

—AND—

LB.

CENTER
CUTS
SUNDAY TURF TUESDAY

With a

lb.

END CUTS

110NORABI

PORK CHOPS
REELFOOT
SLICED BACON

SCREEN SMASH!

Walter Hamblin

FRANKS All Meat
LB. 49c
SLICED-SMOKED-JOWEL LB. 25c
U. S. CHOICE

CHUCK ROAST

LB. 55c

U. S. CHOICE

ARM ROAST

LB. 65c

U. S. CHOICE-

ENGLISH CUT ROAST LB. 65c
U. S. CHOICE
MB STEAK
LB. 79c
DOUBLE FEATURE 300 SUE
SWEET PEAS
Can 10c
STEELE'S 300 SIZE CAN
POTATOES Irish _ _ _ _ Can 10c

kawm

Ak
RussEolGuititi
Ess

AMORITY0f OHE
AMIRIl UR01 PRODUCTION II
noiNicot.ofte FROM WARNER BROS.

STEELE'S 300 SIZE CAN

NAVY BEANS

ATKINS, REAMS and TAYLOR

Did you know you could
redeem your quality stamps
here in UNION CITY at
our beautiful Redemption
Center.

FOR YOUR

• FARM AND AUTO INSURANCE
* FARMER'S LIABILITY COVERAGE
• FARM LOANS
200 MAIN STREET
OFFICE PHONE 5
FULTON, KENTUCKY

0

We have just received a trailer
load of produce from Florida. If
you want, fresh garden vege-

$5.00 Additional Order
LIMIT I

tables we have them.

SWEET FRESH

LB. 43c
LB. 49c

KREY

iN

Walter B. Hamblin of Hot
Springs, Ark., died in Little Rock
at the Veterans Hospital there
Monday night.
He was a brother-in-law of
Mrs. J. H. Patterson of Fulton.
His wife, the former Fern Taylor
Hamtlin of Fulton, died Nov. 3,
1961.
He leaves a niece, Mrs. Walter
Webb of Memphis.
Services will be held at 3 p. m.
Thursday at the Hornbeak Funeral
Home in Fulton. The Rev. J. L.
Leggett will officiate. Burial will
be in Fairview Cemetery.
American Legion Post 72 will
perform Legion rites at the grave.
Pallbearers will be members of
Poet 72.

SIZE

FROSTY ACRES FROZEN

NOW THRU SATURDAY

Ervie Johnson Jones of Dukedom, Route 1, died on March 2 at
Jones Hospital in Fulton.
He was born April 15, 1886. He
was a member of the New Salem
Baptist Church of Dukedom. He
was the son of the late James
William and 1‘11.,ry Ann McDaniel
Jones.
• Services were held March 4 at
New Salem Baptist Church, at 2
p. m. The Rev. James R. Jones
and the Rev. James Holt officiated. Burial was in Fairview Cemetery at Palmersville.
Mr. Jones, a farmer, leaves his
wife, Mrs, Hester Jones of Dukedom, Tenn., Route 1; a son, Noble
Jones of Fulton, Route 3; a brother, Wesley Jones of Dukedom,
Route 2; two sisters, Mrs. Jewell
Frields of Mayfield, Star Route
and Mrs. Fay Henderson of Chicago; four grandchildren and two
great-grandchildren.
Pallbearers were Charles William Jones, James Jones, Paul
Frields, Robert Jones, Fred Jones
and Gerald Alderdice.

16 oz. Can

I{ BILL NO. ? I-? sIZE CAN

STOKELY'S
46 oz. CAN

Gargus Infant

I F U LT On.i

GR-E-REAT is the word for the RIP-ROARING FOOD VALUES
you'll find at E. W. JAMES & SON every day of the week! So
GR-R-REAT, in fact, you'll roar for more. For these are KING-SIZE

With The Purchase

YELLOW CORN
6 For 39c
TOMATOES Vine Ripened LB. 15c
POTATOES New 3 LB. _ 25c
TENDER SN.11'

GREEN BEANS
LB. 19c
EGG PLANTS
LB. 19c
RADISHES Cello __ _ Pkgs. 5c
PEPPERS Bell
Each 5c

SQUASH
C

MAILSHSEEDLESS

GRAPEFRUIT
Each 5c
GREEN ONIONS Bunch _ _ _ _ 10c
COLE SLAW 8 oz. Pkg. _ _ _ _ 19c
STEELE'S 300 SIZE

Can 10c

FANCY
YELLOW

LIMA BEANS

Can 10c
a:

AL .7.0

lb,
.-.

. W. James & Son

UNION CITY,TENN.

MCKMAN,KENTUCK1

4111111.

be sent to the s''te finals at Covlease his allotment to the ASC the County Committee may accept
ington in June.
pril
1,
acreage
released
this
Cpunty Committee. For farmers
Mayfield'. ...arm Chumbler,
who p'.-n to plant their allotment, 1982.
reigning Miss Kentucky, won her
no acon is needed. However,
Dow" where the farmer knows that he
way into the nation ' finals last
year at Miami - and will crown
will not plant 75 percent of his
the winner of the local pageant.
0«
allotment, he can-help himself and
Two Fulton girls have already
at the same time help other farmfinalists in the
in the county by releasing this
Presentation of the Miss South- been accepted as
7altest ers
Pageant. They are Joyce Dean
allotment for reapportionment. If
Pageant
Beauty
Kentucky
west
nada..
"Stead
From The S. F.
Owens and Joan Marie Carter.
the cotton allotment is released to
has been set over from February
daughter of Mr. and
the county committee, his preservThe Junior-Senior Prom-Ban- 23 to March 31, it was announced Joyce, the
senior at
es not only the individual farm- quet will be held on Friday, April this week through the sponsoring Mrs. Robert Owens is a
a
With JIM PRYOR
er's 1962 planting history, but the ZO. Both will carry out the theme Mayfield Lions club. The event Fulton High school and Joan,
junior at Murray State College, is
Apricekteral Agent, Misses Gerd Wreak. planting history of the county and of "The Old South."
is to be held at Mayfield High the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
the State. This prevents loss of albeauties
from
with
Juniors, seniors, sponsors, their school,
%VINT:72r PAST17.7?
lotment to individual counties and wives school officials, and the throughout the southwest coun- James L. Carter.
State
of
Tennessee.
to
the
speaker will attend the banquet. ties competing for the right to
The pasture -sason has ended
The color of your house deterfor most farmers in this area.
Miss Isaacs
Jones urged farmers who know The principal speaker will be represent the area in the state
Miss W•itlauf
Miss Kentucky Pageant in Cov- mines how often it needs to be
Some dry cows and heifers are now that they are not going to chosen at a later date.
An honor roll student with a demonstration awards for their
found grazing what is left of last plant their allotment in 1962 to
All juniors, seniors, their dates, ington and if she is successful painted, says the U. S. Departtalent for baking and homemak- plain and varied refrigerator
years grass, and it is this pasture visit the 'local ASCS County Of- parents, faculty members, spon- there, will-go to the international- /tient of Agriculture. Good house
came
awards
also
Their
rolls.
of
winner
ing came-out a solo
that I would like to duscuss with fice and preserve their history by sors, and guests will attend the ly famous and nationally televised paint, if it's white, lasts at least
from Standard Brands.
the 196/ Kentucky 4-11 bread
you today. To often we see dairy teleasing their allotment for use prom. American beauty Siamese Miss Universe Pageant in Miawi 4 or 5 years before .it needs re&tighter of Everett Isaacs
A
demonstration program. She is
newing; tinted paints, 5 or 6 years;
and beef cattle grazing fields by other farmers within the coun- pink and pink will comprise the Beach- in July.
cows
Isaacs,
Miss
of Campbellsville,
Winner of the auVell pageant will dark-colored paints, 6 to 8 years.
with little of-no growth. You ty. The deadline date by which color scheme.
Betty Jo Weitlauf, 18;daughter 17, has spent eight years in 4-H
should not be misled When someof the Cecil Wsittants of Padu- work. Is that time she has com-one talks of winter grazing. There
cah, who has been a 4-11'er for pleted projects in corn, rabbits,
is such a thing, however, and it is
eight _years. Evidence of her gardening, dairy and food prepossible to have some winter pasexcellence in demonstrating paration of all kinds.
ture, but it is very expensive if
She has been president of her
basic sweet dough is a $50 U. S.
not carried out properly.
savings bond from Standard club the last two years, is an
ardent 4-11 camper,and has been
There is no grass or legume or
Brands Incorporated.
combination that we know of to'Miss Weitlauf has a capacity busy in high school activities.
Miss Bean, 18, a daughter of
day that will give us 12 months
for doing many things well 'Is
grazing and expect top or even
her 4-H career indicates. She is the Walter Beans of Maysville,
become
proaverage production. We in this
a junior leader and her many in eight years lias
dressmaking,
houseficient
in
other 4-H successes made her
area, can have winter pasture by
the choice of the Cooperative keepin.g, cooking and, more refertilization in the summer acand
dembread
baking
con-.
cently,
which
Service,
Extension
cording to soil tests and keeping
onstrating. She participates in
ducts 4-11 work.
the field free from weeks as posTwo other Kentucky girls also all activities of her 4-H Club
sible and not permitting heavy
are recipients of $50 bonds. and is a junior leader. This past
grazing during the late summer
They are Daisy Bernice Isaacs summer she gave much effort to
months. There will be ample
and Anne Bean,who Won baking safety in home and community.
growth to allow much grazing during the early winter. Grass and
legumes should never be pastured
to closely in late summer as the
severe winter could cost you half
a stand or maybe enough to make
Ti
re-establishment neressary.
Winter oats, rye or wheat make
•
ivery good cover crops and winter
pasture, and may be grazed
through early spring or through
Browder
barn
on
the
A
Homemaklarge
The Fulton County
the winter, and be taken off in
irs meeting schedule for March farm west of the city limits of time to get a .grain crop. For the
fire
of
Fulton.
was
destroyed
by
.
announced by 'Mrs.
'12S been
dairyman, the cover crop will give
- Bertha McLeod, Home Agent, as unknown origin Tuesday morning greater returns through a forage
at
4:05.
follows:
crop than in grain yield. This may
The South Pulton fire departMarch 8, Fulton, Mrs. R. T. ment was called out, and al- be utilized as silage or pasture
and in the case of oats, hay can
3odker,.10130 A. M.
though firemen were unable to
be made if properly cured.
March 8, Bennett, Mrs. Ruth save the barn, they did rescue a
Through the winter months all
Linton, 10:30 A. M.
number of pigs from the building.
dairy cows and springing heifers
March 12, Crutchfield, Crutch- They also removed the sows from
should be -supplemented with hay
field Methodist Church, 10:30 the barnlot.
and silage or at least hay, regardA. M.
Two hundred barrels of corn—
March 13, Rush Creek, Mrs. Al- worth approximately between $1,- less of the amount of pasture on
')ert Moss, 10:30 A. M.
200 and $1,500, along with bales hand. Beef cows that have grown
----March 14, Western, Mrs. Prath- of straw and a combine and hay fat on lespedeza pasture and have
1:30 P. M.
baler, were destroyed in the fire. weaned their calves could be turnSr
ed out to pasture with little supMarch 15, Moritromery;- Mrs.
plementing of other forage, of
Paul Hornsby, 1:30 P. M.
course letting the weather deterMarch 16, Palestine, Palestin
mine additional feed. Cows of lesClub House, 19:30 A. M.
ser condition or with calves should
March 20, Victory, Mrs. Dorothy
always get extra hay and silage.
lfarrison, 10:30 A. M.
The cattleman cannot rely on FesMarch 20, Central, Mrs. Forest
cue alone and except top producMurray. 10:30 A. M. • •
tion.
y
March 21, Hickman, Club Room,
Winter Pasture in not a field
Overall volume for Southern
11,730 A. M.
March 10, Rug Training School, States Cooperative and its affili- that has been cut for hay late last
ates for the first six-months of the summer or is it land that has been
'fickman Club Room, 8:30.
March 27, Family Life District 1961-62 fiscal year showed an in- resting for four or five years
crease of about $644,000 over the without treatment. Winter pasT. S., R. E. A. Building, 10;00.
same period last year, but net ture doesn't just happen, it is a
What a difference a well-placed yard light can make. Your property:will
savings dipped sharply, according well planned forage program, just
be easier to see,..more attractive with an automatic "Light Watchman".
to a Irv.t presented by J. E. as out breeding program is planGivens of Richmond, Va., to ned to have cows freshen at the
Outside lights are ideal for 'business or pleasure ... Dozens of u.teS
members at a' regional board proper th;le. Winter pasture is a
around homes, farms, stores or any spot that needs more light. You
meeting held in Hardin, Ky. on cash crop just as tobacco and will
give ample returns if treated as
Feb. 15, 1962.
can beautify, landscape, protect — alLwith our new "Light Watchman"
Total volume was reported at such. The fields we expect to
graze
during
the
Week
the
Fulton
$98,728,589
as
winter
•
night
last
compared
with
,
One
should be
••. service.
Fire Department was called to the $8.071,826 for the same six-mianths. especially reserved as such and
otne of Hiram Brown on the Mid- of the previous year, an increase l fertilizer to have ample growth by
October 1, and even this cannot
Ile Road. Mr. Brown had put out of 0.7 percent.
The meeting was attended by be expected to last all winter. •
attic- fire-by the time the
he
ocal fire. truck arrived. There members of Southern States cornIn order for farmers to protect
vas very small damage, with only rr I Tlity advisory boards, directors
— stock-1 their 1963 Cottonhistory and allotinesplank near the chimney catch- of affiliated eooperail s,
holder committees, and local re- ment there are certain things they
ng fire.
will have to do in the year 1962,
The South Fulton Fire Depart- tail agency managers.
Attending the session from this according to Edward Jones, Chairflint was called out at 1:05 a. m,
iaturday to put out a fire in the area was Kenneth Houston, man- man of the Agricultureal Stabiliza10Me of J. R. Collier. The house is ager of Southern States Coopera- tion and Conservation State Comiwned -by Hershel Crittendon.
tive Fulton, local Southern States mittee.
Farm cotton allotments will be
One room and part of the attic Agent", at Fulton, Ky., and .board
:as damaged by the fire. The fire members Charles Adams, Char- reduced where the farmer fails to
tarted in the kitchen, according les Roberts, Harold Pewitt and plant at least 75 percent of his al• o Fire Chief Neil Clinard.
Young Farmer Brady Williamson. lotment, or where he fails to re-
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Two Fulton Girls
Are Entries In
Beauty Pageant
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Pace Setters in 4-H Projects

Jrs. Choose Theme
of "The Old South"

Landscape with Light!
Install...
'111IL our
new..

Large Barn On
Browder Farm
Destroyed By Fire

Homemakers
Schedule Is
Announced

il

Fultonians Attend
Southern States
Meeting In Richmond

MXIA

SERVICE

Fire Damages
Collier Home

SPECIAL PRICES

as low as $3. a month!

This low price includes:
Here are some of
may • Light •Pole • Installation
the places that you
need a Night Watchman: • Automatic Controls• Maintenance
Yards

S

AVE TIME
AVE GAS
HOP AND GO

2000 FEET FREE PARKING

RAIN OR SHINE
CONVENIENT SERVICE WINDOW
ITS SO EASY TO

STOP AND SHOP
AT

FIVE -0- ONE
MAYFIELD HIWAY

110

FULTON, KY.

Private Estate
Driveways
Barnyards
Night Work Areas
Outdoor Storage Areas
Trailer Courts
Private_ Streets
Hospitals
Signs and Billboards

Resort Cottages
Automobile Sales Lots
Housing

Developments

Schools
Churches
Isolated Buildings

• Elttricity for Light
Under our new outdoor lighting I' n, you can
• have a well-lighted yard for a bargain price.
One low price includes everything. We'll install
the light, wires, switches and all material on a
power pole. We even maintain the unit, make
replacements and supply the
electricity for the light.
, And remember, the "Light Watchman" is
,

completely automatic. A
te cell turns the light on and

built-in photoelectric
off automatically.

11. This inexpensive "Light Watchman Service"
.offers you convenient, reliable outdoor light
where you want it. Here are the rates.
LAMP SIZE MONTHLY CHARGE
175 Watt (Mercury)
400 Watt (Mercury)

For more information see any employee of.,. „MI

Hickman-Fulton. Counties
Rural Electric Co-op

Itt/IN.

•CtRICP.

It
mai
son
v. al
exc

cen

_ A
insl
rec
ach
Air
tea
con

als at Coy-

SERVICE NOTES

Chumbler,
f, won her
finals last
will crown
pageant.
,ve already
ists in the
royce Dean
ie Carter.
.1 Mr. and
a senior at
id Joan, a
College, is
. and Mrs.

3use detereeds to be
S. Departlood house
As at least
needs reor 6 years;
o 8 years.

the Reserve Forces Act program
at The Armor Training Center,
Fort Knox, Ky., Feb. 17.
During this training Caldwell
participated in section and platoon level tactical problems and
applied skills learned in his previous eight weeks of armor trains
ing, including the ability to drive
the Army's medium tank and fire
the 90-millimeter tank gun.
He attended Fultdh County High
School and was employed by E. W.
James Super Market before going
FORT LEONARD WOOD, MO. on active duty.
—Two soldiers from Hickman,
Ky., James E. Cash and Harold L.
FORT RUCKER, ALA.—Army
Carter, completed the eight-week Specialist Four Charles H. Perry,
light vehicle driver course at Fort whose wife, Betty, and parents,
Leonard Wood, Mo., Feb. 16.
Mr. and Mrs. Dalton Perry, live on
They were trained to drive and Route 1, Fulton, Ky., completed
perform maintenance on light the three-week multi-engine commilitary vehicles.
mand airplane maintenance course
The privates entered the Army at The Aviation School, Fort
in September 1961, and completed Rucker, Ala., Jan. 26.
basic training at Fort Leonard
Specialist Perry was trained to
Wood, Mo.
perform operational and organizaCash, 19-year-old son of Mr. tional maintenance on multi-enand Mrs. James H. Cash, was gine fixed wing Army aircraft.
High
Dixie
from
graduated
The 25-year-old soldier entered
School, in Union City, Tenn., in the Army in May 1959 and com1960.
pleted basic training at Fort JackCarter is the 20-year-old son of son, S. C.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles B. carter,
He was graduated from South
Route 2.
Fulton High School in 1955.

matches.
The airman is the son of the
late Mr. and Mrs. William J.
Sampson of 112 Church St., Futon.
He entered the service in December 1950 and has served overseas
in Germany, France, and North
Africa.
He is married to the former
Alta M. Hamrick of 906 Seventh
St., Alamogordo, N. M. They have
five children.

HOLLOMAN AFB, N. M.—Airman First Class William J. Sampson of Fulton, Ky., has been awarded the bronze rifle badge for
excellence in competition at a
ceremony here.
Airman Sampson, a small arms
instructor, received the award in
recognition 'of his marksmanship
achievements as a member of the
Air Force Systems Command rifle
team and for his excellence in
competition at the Air Force

FORT KNOX, KY.—Army National Guard Pvt. Billie J. Caldwell, 18, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Robert E. Caldwell, 715 Marr St.,
Hickman, Ky., completed a month
of basic unit armor training under

Week - End Specials
FRIDAY - SATURDAY

WEEK OF FEB. 26
COUPLES LEAGUE

AREA
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TEACHERS (.Eli GRANTS
L.
W.
TEAM
4 - Seventy-five junior and seri,.
20
Fulliin Bank
9 hie} school teachers from throug`
15
K
FOR THIS WEEK
13
11 out Kentucky and surrouncle,
Piggly Wiggly
11 states will attend science Insti13
Dollar Store:
12 tutes next summer at the UniverPuckett's Serv. Station 12
li,-p Hoyt Allen Barnett, Hick
for
It's still tournament time
13 sity of Kentucky as the result of al man Democrat, has introduced ii
11
City Nat'l Bank
the
most of the area bowlers with
11
13 $91.300 grant by the National the Kentucky Huse of Inipresent
Jones Coal
Men's City- Association Tourna- Pepsi Cola
7
17 Science Foundation. Twenty-five ; id.kies a 1,11 111B 44.1) to perm;
the
and
Mayfield'
ment going on at
teachers will he admitted to each I any governmental unit to establisl
•
Fulton Women's tournament start
of three study programs: biology! by• legislative act a riverport au
LEAGUE
850
Lanes.
Jet
ing March 11th at
for secondary teachers, chemistry; thority. The authority would
L.
W.
TEAM
the
is
27th
April
Then, starting
for high school teachers, and ph-- for the purpose of establishment
Fulton Men's City Tournament. Phillips 66
sical science for junior high teach- maintenance, operation, and ex
14"2
in
participants
open only to
ers. Each will receive a stipend of pansion of necessary riv-er-por
13%
Kasnow's
Lanes.
Jet
at
leagues bowling
$75 a week, plus $15 for each de- and river nav:gation facilities.
10
Leader Sptg. Gds.
durshot
were
scores
good
Some
pendent.
9%
K. Homra
ing the week with the first league Roper TV
9
of the week being•-•-the Monday McDade & McDade .. 8%
the New
Ii011•1 Town Panel' •
Home News In The News
Night Couples League. This league Moore Seed
12
.8
is different in the scoring system Siegel
- — 7 13
generally used by other leagues in
that the bowlers carry individual
FM DIRT DOBBERS
handicaps instead of the handicap TEAM
L
W.
being computed on a team basis.
High scorers in this league, in- Park Terrace
17% • 12%
cluding handicaps, were Howard Merryman Appliances 17
13,
Hilam with a 634 series and Zane Babb Coffee Shop .... 17
13
Taylor with a 582 series. Follow- Taylor Chev.
16
14
ing this league on Monday nights Builders Supply
16
14
is the 850 league which is com- King Motor Co.
13% 18%
posed of eight teams of four men Fry Auto Parts ....
17
13
each. The high scorer was Corky Ferry Morse Seed
20
10
Hill with a 570 series. Incidental• NEW HAMPSHIRE RED
TRI-CITY LEAGUE
TUNER AFB, Ga —Paul H. ly, this is the same "Corky" of
L.
W.
Kerney, son of Mrs. Clara Kerney. basketball fame oyez at Cayce, TEAM
• WHITE ROCK
4,03 Kentucky Ave., Fulton, Ky., Ky. several years ago. An out12
has been promoted to airman sec- standing performer in spite of the Edwards Trucking .... 28
BARRED ROCK
13
ond class in the United States Air fact that an accidental shotgun Burgess Trucking .... 27
••• ;7,
25
blast caused the loss of his entire Forresters Gulf
Force.
WHITE LEGHORN
23% 16' ,
Airman Kerney is assigned here It-ft arm when he was only 12 Scates Tire Service
I•
-21.
A &P
as a supply specialist. The airman, years old.
NEP
18% 21 1
Tuesday night _saw the Tr -City Dukes Ants Parts
who entered the service in Octo12
ber 1960, attended Tennessee Agri- league in action with the high MA Loral 3306
515.00 hundred
Siraiaht run ----3:
5
Trulustrial State series of 561 being shot by Forrest A. C. Butts & Son ...
cultural and
$25.00 hundred
Pullets
University, Nashville. He is,mar- .Darnell. Mac Ring found the
MEN'S DOUBLE LEAGUE
SI 1 00 hundred
ried to the former Treva J. Cham- range one of his gani(ss and came
Cockerels
TEAM
. W.
L.
bers of 705 Rosenwald Drive, up with.a big 246 single game.
Wednesday night in the Ferry
South Fulton, Tenn.
H.
17%
Morse League, big N,(I Waldrop
Jet Lanes
16
WESTERN PACIFIC—Carl W. bombed the pins to Ile tune of a Puckett's FI,ii,
15
LET US BOOK OUR ORDER NOW FOR
Misher, boatsmain's matii seaman, 574 series to lead the men while H'13eak Foner:i! Il. n
14%
USN, son of Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Amanda Filam rolled a fine 544 Wick Smith Agerey
14%
DELIVERY WHEN YOU WISH.
M. Misher of 225 W. Wade St., series for ladies high series for Lake Street
14
Fulton, Ky., is serving aboard the the nrkht: Clarence Moline had Dewy Johnson Agency 12
attack transport USS Okanogan, high game honors fir the night Hickory Log ......
operating as a unit of our Seventh with a 222 single g.ane. In the
men's- Double 'league. Dan, Taylor
Fleet, in the Western Pacific.
KEN-TENN LEAGUE
The Okanogan, which departed had the high series of 575 while TEAM
W.
L.
the U. S., Jan. 22, for a six-month John Brown had higl; game for
Neighborhood Groc.
24
cruise, is equipped to carry a bat- the night with-his 223 game.
12
204 1 Central Ave_
S. Fulton
!t't9
Thursday night, it was Duncan Taylor Chev.
talion of combat equipped Marines
13
23
22
to any coast of the world and land Alexander again, who, after a 0 K Parisian
14
YOUR.SOUTHERN,STATES 'COOPERAVIVE SERVIO. Af;PKY
them en the beach in the landing rather slow start, found the range Leader Spt. Gods
20
16
in the third game and rolled a 249 Ferry Morse
craft carried aboard.
...... 15
21
high game ar.d a 601 s,,i'les to lead Jones Auto Parts
15
21
Just arrived!
all the bowlers for the week in Pure Milk
22
14
both scoring departments.
24
12
Swifts Ice Cream
Onions Sets .... Seed Potatoes
In the Friday night Ladies
League, Zane Taylor had the high FRIDAY.NGHT LADIES LEAGUE I
series of the night with a 504 and
L.
W.
Mattie Cook led all the ladies in TEAM
10
17
the high game column with a Jet Lanes
Kentucky has become the first nice 184.
Jones Auto Parts
17
10
state to win the national "Keep
14
13
Winners of the weekly awards Evans Drugs
America Beautiful" award. The for open
14
13
bowling at Jet Lanes Jewel's Beauty Shop
State was chosen in recognition of were Tyrus
11 .
'16
McKinney with a. big Coca Cola
the 1961 accomplishments of the 248 game and
9
18
Betty Vowell with City Drugs
'Wake Kentucky A Cleaner, a 207 high ladies
game. These
Greener Land" program.
awards are given each week to the
Gov. Bert Combs accepted the man and
A typical $1 CARE Food Cruwoman bowlers who roll
by
award at the annual meeting of the high game of
the week in open sade package, for a needy family
11. D. ilAVT,
;
the National Advisory Council -(31' bowling at the
lbs.
10
in
contains
corn
Colothia,
local lanes.
Your Telephone Manager
Keep America Beautiful, Inc., in
meal, 5 lbs. macaroni, 1 lb. marNew York City.
garine, 9 lbs. powdered milk
LADIES HI-1.0 LEAGUE
The annual award has hereto- TEAM
(makes 36 Is.). Colombia is one of
W.
fore gone only to cities or locales Campbell's Plumbing .. 10
8 17 countries whose people are
•
for intensive work on beautifica- Berry's Stockyard .... 10
8 helped by dollars sent to: CARE
tion in smaller areas.
Hickman Co. Feedmill . 9
9 Food Crusade, 8 East Chestnut
"I accept this award in behalf Highlands Lumb. Co. .. 7
11 Street, Columbus 15, Ohio.
of every Kentucky citizen who at
this moment is,using a litter bag,
litter barrel or trash can as his
IN CASE OF EMERGENCY, does everyone in your
waste receptacle rather than Kenfamily know how to get help quickly by phone? First, keep
tucky's 40,395 square miles of
a list of "Emergency Telephone Numbers" handy by the
beautiful coonrtysisle," commentWhen calling the police or fire department, it's
telephone.
ed the Governor.

BOWLING NEWS

Rep. Barnett
Introduces Bill

BABY CHICKS
Commercial Layer Breeds

SOUTHERN STATES
FULTON COOPERATIVE

50 FT. CLOTHES LINE

I

PLANET
PION REINFORCED
BRAIDED COTTON CLOTHESLINE

Special Value

111111

CLOTHES HAMPER

1.59 Value

Colgate toothpaste

CAPTAIN
KANGAROO'
CHILDS DRINKING CUP
.^•^ ou .z.uy MANT SiZe

•=.1V`it-

Colgate =1

OILETTE PICTURES

Bargain Price

Asst. Scenes

$366

SPRING SEED

IT'S A GIRL!
Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Schwartz of
Columbus are the proud parents of
a six pound, 15 1-2 ounce daughter, born at 12:05 p. m., March
2, at Jones Hospital.

Just about ALL KINDS of garden seed

IT TAKES LESS TIME TO DO A- THING RIGHT
THAN TO EXPLAIN WHY YOU DID IT WRONG.

All Kinds of flower seed

•

Special fertilizer for lawns, roses,
gardens and trees

PINK AND WHITE DOGWOOD TREES
--tONCORD GRAPE VINES

(Reg.$1.50)

TONI "ADORN"

99c

• • •
A YOUNG COUPLE received, as a present, a two-yearold Dalmatian. It turned out, though, that the previous
owners had been hard of hearing and had trained the
pooch to bark furiously whenever the phone rang. The
young couple soon solved their problem with ease ... they
installed a Bell Chime! With the new musical phone signal,
Poochie sleeps right under the phone without twitching
an ear!
• • •

Kenland While and Ladino clover
Grass seed, orchard grass, Red Top,
Timothy, Rye Grass, Bluegrass
Hardy, field-grown cabbage plants
Irish potato seed

PAINT BRUSHES
100% Pure Bristle
Your Choice
Sizes
"
2
1
1 2"-2"-2/
1"-I /

lit

BALDRIDGE'S
5 - 10 - 25c STORE

YOU REALLY DON'T need an eXCU5C to enjoy the Bell
Chime, however. For a surprisingly low cost, the Bell
Chime offers a switch-controlled choice of three signals:
musical, regular and extra-loud ring. To order yours. just
sail our business office or ask any telephone serviceman.

Special Plant Bed Fertilizer

Glenmore
hill-Fultere
$1 50
is

HALF
PINT

I.

is Fite red eta — only
soloother Bourbon soft/sass is tat is.

•H•ayinoss
IC

90

MIOOF KENTUCKY STRUItiGHT
BOURBON WHISKEY

Dfstributed by Bryant Distr. Os.
Oyeonsboro, Ky.

•

4Citt6IA/SON
East State Line
FENCING

•

•

BASIC EQUIPMENT on many farms nowadays is a
Farm Interphone System, consisting of one main telephone
in the house, an extension phone in the barn or other
buildings, a two-way loudspeaker located in the barnyard,
and as many extra phones and loudspeakers as necessary.
Farm Interphone ties the whole farming operation together
and helps farmers run things more smoothly . . . accomplish more every day. If you'd like to know more about
Farm Interphone, call our business office or ask your telephone man when he's in the neighborhood.

Armour's Vertagreen fertilizer

Extra Special Value

Self-Styling
HAIR SRAY
(plus tax)

best to report details in person. But the operator is there
to help, if you need assistance. lust dial "Operator."
• • *

AND PLANTING NEEDS

Many,PUEUTED rose bushes, plus a large
supply of othei kinds

2 I" x 25" Overall Size
Hammered Brass or White Ton.
Wid• Frames

SAVE 51c1

IT

Talk

Steel Hook For
Hanging In Bedroom,
Bath and Laundry.
IV Zipper Across
Bottom For Easy
Unloading.

SIZE

I

Telephcne

QUILTED VINYL

GIANT

Kentucky First
To Win Award

•

•

"PARDON MF, BUT,
IS YOUR NAME BROWN?"

Phone 202 - 602
.. ROOFING

"Listen to our ads over WFUL"
U

•

•

CLASSIFIED ADS
TIRED KIDNEYS
GOT YOU DOWN? Make the
BUKETS 4-day 39e test. Give
kidneys a gentle life with BUKETS well-balanced formula. Help
get rid of uric waste that may cause
getting up nights, scanty pa-eager
burning, backache, leg pains. It
not pleased, your 390 back at any
drug store. TODAY at BENNETT
DRUG STORE, FULTON.

FOR REN'l Flom sanding machine Priri electric floor polisher and electric vacuum cleaners. Exchange Furniture Co.
we install—
TV ANTEINiiNt+
trade--repair and move. Get
our prices. We service all makes
TV. Phase 307. Roper Television
TV Antennas: quick and efficient
installation service; all types.
Merryman Appliances, phone 126,
Fulton.

NOTICE TO NON - RESIDENTS
OF FULTON,KENTUCKY
Section Five of an ordinance passed by the
City Council of the City of Fulton, Kentucky in January, 1961 is hereby re-printed for the information
of all concerned! "SECTION FIVE — The provisions of this
ordinance shall also apply to any such license required of all persons, individuals, firms or corporations residing outside of the corporate limits of the
a

City of Fulton, and.owning or operating or causing
to be operated any automobile or motor vehicle
upon or over the streets of the said City in connection with the business conducted or regular profession followed within the City limits or as a means
of conveyance to and from a position; job, labor or
employment for which -remuneration is_rece!ved

with

the

provisions of

this ordi-

nance".

Chief of Police
City of Fulton, Ky.

•

LAKE STREET
LIQUOR STORE

SPECIAL PURCHASE
We bought this merchandise from our manufacturers at CLOSEOUT PRICES
and we are PASSING THE BIG SAVINGS ON TO YOU. You can save 40%
and MORE if you take advantage of these

I NOTEBOOK—

TRACTOR—

(DonHnued from page one)
payment by Commissioners Rice
and Moline. Mayor DeMyer's refusal to pay the bill without the
official approval of the entire
commission stems from legal- advice he has received that no exAcross from
penditure af more than $1000 can
be paid for by the Mayor without
Coca -0)1a Plant
authorization from
the other
members of tl
\i'P.C.prrunission. It
Drive-In-Service
decision
was
the
àf the CommisPackage Ice
sion to delay payment until more
facts could be learned.
Meanwhile Mr. Williams has
When It s
been sent a certified letter inviting him to appear before the ComReal Estate in Fulton
mission to explain the transaction.
-see —
Mr. Williants reported that the
CHARLES W.BURROW
first available date he can .meet
Rhone 81 here is on Friday of next week.
'409 Walnut
The Road Builders Equipment
?arm Loans
Company is one of the largest and
Conventional troans
most reputable firms in the equipment repair business.
F'HA Loans
At the time that Commissioners
The very best selection of real
Rice and Moline went to Union
estate for sale at all times I
City to inspect the tractor, both
had been elected, but were not
sworn officialS of the City of Fulton. Mr. Moline reported that in
SPINET PIANO
addition to being interested in the
tractor as a future city official
WANTED: Responsible party
he was also interested as a private
to take over low monthly paycitizen. Mr. Moline is head of
ments on a spinet piano. Can
ma intainence for
Ferry-Morse
be seen locally. Write Credit Seed Company, with which the
Manager, P. 0. Box 215, Shelcity has a contract to keep the
byville, Indiana.
seed company's disposals covered
at all times.

TROUBLE?
We can't keep you out of it.
of our Lowbut with on
payment Plan
Cost, three
AUTOMOBILE POLICIES.
We can be at your side
Immediately.
Our Adjuster Carries His
Check Book!
Wick Smith Agency
24 Hour Service
Phone 62 — Nights 160

from .such business, profession, position, job, labor
or employment in said City; and the penalties herein provided shall apply to such non-residents failing to comply

FREE PARKING!

low, low prices!

PAROLE APPROVED
The state Board of Pardons,
Paroles and Probation Monday approved a parole for James M.
Castlemen of Weakley County,
who drew 1-5 years in 1959 for
forgery and passing bad checks.
Castlemen said he passed the
forged cheeks while he was drunk.
TV REPAIR: all matzz. and models
-Skilled personnel, prompt service,
factory-trained
technicians for
black-and-white and color. "Service is oric
*4-•-ryrnar.
Appliances,
215 Main Street,
phone 126.

FLOWERS
For Every Occasion
HALLMARK greeting Cards
RYTEX "Personalized"
Stationery

Scott's Floral Shoppe
Phone 20-.1
Fulton
NITES and SUNDAYS' PHONE
20-R or 247

MEN'S BLUE CHAMBRAY
WE

SHIRTS $1.
Sizes -14

aENT - -

-

.

(('ontinued /ram page one)
Maybe such a call would not
have impressed any of you, but
to a newspaper gal like me the
Times is alpha and omega, the
living end, and whatever other
superlatives you can attach to an
Ideal. I have often wished that I
could approach the high level
status of being a subscriber to
the New York Times, much less
the kind of an individual who gets
writtenp in that newspaper.
But that's what happened on
Monday. Mr. Esterrow had been
talking with Kermit Hunter, the
nationally known playwright, who
is a specialist in writing historical
dramas for presentation in outdoor amphitheaters. Mr. Hunter
told Mr. Esterrow of the amphitheater to be built at Kentucky
Lake State Park near Murray and
believe it or, not he wanted to
know all about it so he gould do a
story for this Sunday's edition of
the Times. Mr. Esterrow asked all
kinds of questions about the project and how it came into being
and knowing me as you do I suppose you know that I was not
very modest about telling him
everything I could about the area
in which we live.
I kept trying to get Fulton into
the story as brifd as I could and it
become so obvious that I was
plugging for the twin cities that
Mr. Esterrow finally asked: "How
does Fulton come into the picture?" That stopped me for a few
fleeting seconds, but then I told
him that Fulton was one of the
larger cities near the proposed
amphitheatre and that many people would want to visit here and
see our attractions when en route
to the outdoor drama at Kenlake.
Frankly I think that he could see
my Chamber of Commerce spirit
exposed and while he might have
been impressed, I don't think that
what I told him about us will
have too much bearing on the
story he plans to publish.

I have no idea what kind of a
story he will publish about the
amphitheatre; it might just be a
one sentence
paragraph, but
whatever it is I shall always consider, as my claim to fame, that
fact that I was even interviewed
by the New York Times. And do
you know what? Paul didn't seem
too impressed with my call from
New York and the Times. Said
he: "You're years behind. I had a
poem published in the New York
Times when you were still dreaming about being able to buy a
copy."
What else do you have to do in
this, world to get a scoop in a
newspaper family?

Hospita! beds
Bary beds
Vacuum Cleaners

TOURNEY PROFIT
The net profit of the First District Tournament held here
Feb.
Floor polishers
28-March 3, was $1,765.08. A
total
of 3.156 people attended,
with a
WADE FURN. CO. , total of $2,249.50 in cash being
taken in.
Phone 1C3
Fu4ton, Ky.

to 17

MEN'S WORK PANTS
Grey and Khaki
2.50
Sizes 30 to 36

Joe Powell To
Hold Open House
At New Plant

educational, technicolor movie
about farming, "Spark Plugs of
Plant Nutrition," will be shown.
And an agronomist will be on
hand on answer any questions.
Guests will be able to watch
the operation of the plant, which
can turn out one ton of blended
product every three minttes. The
plant can tailor-make a fertilizer
for every crop and soil situation.
The Powell Company has been
in the lime business for 18 years.
It currently serves farmers in
Obion, Fulton, Graves, Hickman,
Lake, Weakley and Gibson counties from the Union City plant and
a branch in Fulton.
To further serve area farmers,
Loncteaux said the company plans
to add anhydrous ammonia and
nitrogen solution fertilizer facilities this spring.

All area residents are invited to
the opening of the new, fully
automated
fertilizer
blending
plant at Union City Saturday
(March 10) of the Joe C. Powell
Lime & Fertilizer Co. The open
house will run from 8:30 a. m.
until 6 p. m.
In addition to special door
prizes totaling 1,000 pounds of
fertilizer, there will be gifts for
all who attend, according to
Roger Loncteaux, plant manager.
The plant is located at Third and
College Streets.
Refreshments, including a barb-que lunch, will be served. An Home-Town Paper ... The News

Sizes A. B. C, D; Men's Printed
Broadcloth Pajamas
$2.50 pr.

FREE CHEK
\ B.F.Goodrici_ti

Wheel Alignment
BY EXPERTS
PREVENTS COSTLY TIRE WEAR
ADDS EXTRA MILEAGE TO YOUR TIRES
New, added service—just opened
this week! We feature the latest
in specialized equipment!

• Caster scientifically adjusted
• Correct the toe-in, toe-out of your car's front wheels
• Inspect and adjust steering system for added safety

Smileagei

°g1

CHARLIE SCATES STORE
LAKE STREET

FULTON, KY..

Phone 495

•

OL Lamascus, 22 years' experience
Residence phone 1011
Monte Peeples, 10 years' experience .
Residence phone 1277

--AL
so,

BEST
CLEANEST
USED FURNITURE

Assorted Colors; Sizes 30 - 42

BOY'S

buy it at

Assorted Colors

$2.50 pr.

$2.00 pr.

Men's short sleeve sport shirts, S, M, L.
Boys' short sleeve sport shirts, sizes 2-16 __

Furniture Corn;:any

$1.00
68c

and

88c

DON'T MOVE WITHOUT
CALLING COLLECT
555 FULTON, KY.
CHapel 7-1833

GO, SEE FOR YOURSELF!
YOU CAN SAVE MONEY.

Living Room Furniture and Sales
Dining Room Furniture and Suites
Bedroom Furniture and Suites

and

EXCHANGE
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... but almost everybody in and
cj around Fulton already knows that
when it's time to go shopping for furni-

For The

Ivy League Pants
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to learn that the Exchange Furniture Company has some
unusual values.

Ivy League Pants
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• Camber scientifically adjusted

ture it's time

MEN'S
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NEW ELECTRONIC
EQUIPMENT!

OL'S BOOKKEEPING
AND TAX SERVICE
108 Commercial

1,
it

Budget terms to
suit your needs
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MAYFIELD, KY.

GILLUM
TRANSFER CO.
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